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ADVERTISEMENTS ON EVERY PAGE.
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A F IR S T -L A S S  ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THEJMIDDLEiSECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY
8. B . H O R N IN G , M.
Practising Physician,
OOLLEGEVILLE, Pa. -i- Telephone In office. 
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
j y j  Y. W E B E R , M.
Practising Physician,
EVANSBUBG, Fa. Offloe H ours: U ntil « 
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone ’Phone No. IT.
W . S C H E U R E N ’S
SHAVING PARLOR,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
S e c o n d  D o o r  A b o v e  R a i lr o a d .
F i n e s t  grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO 
always on hand.
E. A . K R U S E N , M . D „
409 Cherry Street,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
hottbs. 8 to 9 T blkphokhb, Bell 801-xH°PM. * to J  Keystone 168
7 to 8 Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
D
Bo So D . C O R N IS H ,
DENTIST,
OO LLEOETILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship G uaranteed; Gas 
administered. Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81. Bell ’Phone, 27Y.
D R . F R A N K  R B A N D R E T H ,  
(Successor to Dr. Okas, Byckman,)
DENTIST,
ROYEBSFQRD, p a . Practical Dentistry at 
honest prices.
Y J A Y N E  r .  l o n g s t r e t h ,
Attorney-at- Law,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 718 Oroser Build 
lng, 1480 Chestnut S t., Phlla., Pa.
Dong Distance Telephone. Ho u m No. 6988. 
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar
J J A R V E Y  L  8 H O H O ,
Attorney-at- Law,
881 SWEDE STR EET, NORRISTOW N, PA 
RESIDENCE—ROY ERSFORD.
Both ’Phones,
J J E R B E R T  1). M O O R E ,
Attorney-at- Law,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDIN G 
806 Swede St., Norristown. Pa 
Bell and Keystone ’Phones. 6-16.
T J E N R Y  R O W E R ,
Veterinary Surgeon,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Bell ’Phone 88 x.
pOHN J .  R A D C L IFF ,
Painter and Paper Hanger
FIFTH  AVENUE, OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
A full line of wall paper and paint for Bale. 
Your patronage solleited.
D R . E A R L  A . N E L SO N ,
Osteopathic Physician.
Ofpiok : No. 248 FIRST AVENUE, PHG£- 
NIX VILLE, PA. B e ll’Phone, 82L. Office 
Hours—8.80 a. m. to 12 m.; 2.30 to 5 p. m 
Graduate and Post-Graduate of Still College 
of Osteopathy, Des Moines, Iowa.
Nervous diseases a specialty. Examinations 
free. Send for booklet. 8-20*
Q A N I E L  M. A N D E R S ,
Real Estate Bought, Sold 
and Exchanged.
Ms and Bonis BomM anil Soli
INSURANCE EFFECTED.
Room 51, Boyer Arcade, P. O. Box 467 
NORRISTOWN, PA.
poorly paved, I fh a s  mule cars wnicn 
run at long intervals and low speed, 
and the hotel accommodations are not 
exceptional, bnt there Is a kind of lazy; 
happy-go-lucky gayety about the city 
that represents the national feeling. 
Paraguay is hard up—yes, almost stone 
broke. The currency Is paper and the 
value so small that for a hundred dol­
lars one receives a basketful of ragged 
stufT, printed In Germany, to represent 
some nebulous indebtedness of the re­
public. Gold does not stay long in 
Paraguay, nor does It often enter the 
country.—Van Norden Magazine.
J O S E P H  S . H R A T Z ,
Attorney-at-Law,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 18th 
and CHESTNUT STREETS, 
Philadelphia.
Telephones.
F .  C .  P O L E Y ,
I .IM E R IC K  S Q U A R E , P A .
DEALER IN
STOVES, RANGES, and all kinds of 
TIN, GRANITE, and ALUMINUM 
WARE.
T i i s r s a v c x T i T x i s r a -
in all its branches. Stoves remounted at 
homes or in the shop. Car fare paid to 
persons purchasing new stoves or ranges. 
CELLAR HEATERS sold and placed and 
guaranteed to give satisfaction.
0 ,
L . E V A N S,
Attorney-at- Law,
888 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
At resldenee, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 98. Keystone ’Phone, 87.
rpHOMAS HALLMAN,
Attorney-at- Law,
938 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Will be a t his branch offloe In Odd Fellows’ 
Building, Colleoevillb, Pa., every evening 
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 6. 
1-36.
J  S T R O U D  W E R U R ,
Attorney-at- Law,
No. 6 EAST AIRY ST., NORRISTOWN.
Can be consulted every evening a t  his resi­
dence In Evansburg. B o th ’phones. 11-20
S . G . F IN K B 1 N E R ,
Real Estate and Insurance,
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY 
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.
J l  S. POLEY,
Contractor and Builder,
T R A FPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building oonstruetion. 
Estimates cheerfully furnished. 5-28
P  8 . KOONS,
SO H W EN K SV IEIdE, PA.
Slater and Roofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey 
Stone, ete. Estimates furnished. Work con­
tracted a t lowest prices. lloct
Q H A R L E S  N . B A  K N O T ,
A R C H I T E C T ,
O O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.
Plans and specifications carefully prepared. 
Patronage solicited. 2-7.
Ed w a r d  o a v i b ,Painter and
Paper- H anger,
OOIdljEGEVIIjIdE, PA. Samples of paper
always on hand.
w p x a
SPHCTacles a eyeglasSES
The only near-and-far glasses 
that can be universally worn 
without discomfort, and without 
that suggestively “old” appear- 
ance. Bifocals that* look ana 
wear like plain glasses, but give 
you perfect double service.
EVERYTHING OPTICAL.
A. B. PARKER, Optician
210 DeKALB STREET, 
X T O R X i l S T O ' W ' l S r .
EXPLOSIVES.
Beat Way to Destroy Gunpowder and 
Nitroglycerin.
The best way to destroy ordinary 
black gunpowder is to throw it into a 
stream under conditions that prevent 
any harm coming to human beings or 
animals through the dissolving of the 
saltpeter. If  no suitable stream is 
available, the gunpowder may be stir­
red with water in tubs, or the dry gun­
powder may be poured out on the 
ground in a long thin line and Ignited 
with a fuse at one end.
To destroy dynamite cartridges the 
paper wrappings should be carefully 
removed, the bare cartridges laid in a 
row with their ends in contact and the 
first cartridge Ignited with a fuse with­
out a cap. Even with these precau­
tions a simultaneous explosion of the 
entire mass may occur, so that it is 
wise to retire to a safe distance. The 
row of cartridges should be laid paral­
lel with the wind and ignited at the 
leeward end, so that the flame will be 
driven away from the mass.
Frozen dynamite should be handled 
with special care, as its combustion is 
peculiarly liable to assume an explo­
sive character. A small quantity of 
dynamite may be destroyed by throw­
ing it in very small bits into an open 
fire, or the cartridges may be exploded 
one by one in the open air with fuses 
and caps.
Dynamite should never be thrown 
into water, as the nitroglycerin which 
it contains remains undissolved and 
capable of doing mischief. Other ex­
plosives which contain nitroglycerin 
should be treated in the same way as 
dynamite.
Ammonium nitrate explosives may 
be thrown in small fragments into an 
open fire or if they do not contain ni­
troglycerin may be destroyed by means 
of water. Explosive caps should be ex­




He WaS Ready For the Emergency and 
Conquered the African.
A show of force is often the best 
kind of diplomacy. A writer in the 
Paris Temps tells a story of the French 
admiral Dupetit-Thouars, who had 
been intrusted with the mission of 
exacting reparation from an African 
bey who had insulted a French consul.
As Dupetit-Thouars’ demands were 
supported by the forcible argument of 
loaded cannon, the bey acknowledged 
that he had been too hasty and prof­
fered profuse apologies. He even in­
vited the admiral to his table and had 
a sumptuous repast prepared for his 
guest.
The consul warned the admiral to be 
on bis guard.
“The bey is inclined to be malicious,” 
said he, “and when he strokes his 
beard and smiles you may be,sure that 
he is concocting some mischief.”
“We shall see,” was Dupetit-Thouars’ 
reply.
He reached the bey’s palace in good 
time. Profuse compliments and salu­
tations were exchanged. All at once 
the admiral’s foot met some soft, 
hairy substance lying on the carpet un­
der the table. He bent down and saw 
a huge lion showing his formidable 
teeth. The bey smiled and stroked his 
beard.
Dupetit-Thouars did not wince, but 
called his dragoman.
“My pistols,” was all he said.
The servant saluted, retired and 
brought back a pair of pistols on a 
silver tray. The admiral took them 
and placed them on the table before 
him. But the bey, still smiling, contin 
ued to stroke his patriarchal beard.
“Tell the commander,” he said to 
the dragoman, “that if those pistols are 
for the purpose of blowing out my 
lion’s brains they are quite insufficient 
and perfectly useless.”
Then, like a skilled fencer counter 
ing his opponent’s thrust, after the 
bey’s ironical advice had been trans­
lated Dupetit-Thouars replied:
“Tell his highness that my pistols are 
not there to kill his lion, but to blow 
his own brains out at the first move­
ment of this objectionable carpet.” 
Gravely, but a little pale, the man 
interpreted.
The smile died away on the bey’s 
lips, and he no longer stroked his 
beard.
“My lion,” said he, “is too well train­
ed even to scratch one of my guests, 
but since he is not wanted he shall be 
sent away.” v
At a word from the bey the lion 
slowly and heavily left the room, like 
an obedient dog.
THE PARAGUAYANS.
A Lazy, Happy-go-lucky People In a 
Bankrupt Republic.
The infusion of Spanish blood and 
customs into the Guarani has produced 
a  people with the faults and good qual­
ities of both in about equal parts. 
Dark of complexion, with strongly 
marked Indian features, essentially 
gentle when unrestrained or not un­
duly excited, careless of the morrow, 
poor and honest, hospitable and gen­
erous, indolent and uncultured, strong­
ly Catholic in theory, but generally lax 
in religious performances as to dog­
mas—this is a rough sketch of the na­
tive people of Paraguay. Asuncion, 
the capital, and even the smaller 
places—Villa Rica, San Pedro, Villa del 
Pilar, Villa Concepcion — have their 
aristocratic families, of which the 
daughters and sons are sent to Europe 
to be educated and which maintain an 
exclusiveness that must be almost Iso­
lation. But in general the people min­
gle readily.
In the early morning In the streets 
of Asuncion the women gather In their 
long white dresses and barefooted to 
sen their wares. The younger women, 
judged by our standard, are beautiful 
and from carrying baskets and water 
jars on their heads have attained an 
erect and graceful carriage which our 
young women could well Imitate. Be­
sides, when they laugh they show two 
rows of pearls, and their speech In 
soft Guarani patois Is worth going far 
to hear.
When you see Asuncion yon see Par­
aguay, for It Is the most advanced 
city In the„republlc. Its streets are
Incidents In Which Coming Events 
Cast Their Shadows Before. 
Coming events cast their shadows be­
fore them. The writer Is led to be­
lieve this because several Incidents In 
the lives of his parents corroborate 
the theory that presentiments of good 
and evil do come to persons unawares.
I  will mention two of them.
In the summer of 187— my father 
late a t night was returning to Ms farm 
from the little town of Malton. He 
had stayed unusually late. When he 
reached the farm all was quiet. Re­
moving the harness from his horse, he 
proceeded to ' the carriage house and 
hung It In Its place.
He came out and closed the door. As 
he did so he heard the harness fall. It 
was very dark. He went hack Into the 
house and found the harness still hang­
ing In its place. The same occurrence 
took place again. He went back again 
and found it In Its place.
When the third time he heard the 
sound of falling harness he did not 
go back.
Several weeks later his barn burned, 
and It happened that the same har­
ness was In the bam  loft, a  valuable 
set. He attempted to save it. The 
staircase burned behind him, and he 
was compelled to jump for his life 
from a window. His previous experi­
ence came to him vividly. He saved 
the harness, bnt at the risk of his life.
Another vivid incident I recall was 
my mother sitting by the fire with a 
sick baby. The nurse was present, 
too, and both were wide awake. Her 
father appeared to her and advised her 
as to the baby’s treatment and other 
family matters. He vanished as quick­
ly as he had come. The next day she 
heard of his death.—London Tit-Bits.
No Mora Cradles.
“A cradle?” said the salesman. “Oh, 
no! Yon don’t  want a cradle.”
He smiled.
“F irst kid, ain’t  it?”
“Yes,” admitted the young father, 
frowning.
“I knew you weren’t  experienced, or 
yon wouldn’t  ask for a cradle,” said 
the salesman. “You see, they’ve gone 
altogether out. We don’t  sell two a 
year.”
“Why did they go out?”
“Because they’re unhealthy, "bad for 
the kid. They lower the temperature, 
hurt the heart and bring on nausea, 
colic, regular seasickness. I t  stands to 
reason that the violent rocking of a 
cradle can’t  be good for frail little 
baby any more than the violent rock­
ing of a ship In a storm Is good for the 
passengers. Moreover, they keep some 
body busy rocking tbe baby to sleep 
Now the baby goes to sleep of Its own 
accord.”—Philadelphia Bulletin.
A Rural Enoch Arden.
“In our little town in a western 
state,” said Brown, “there was a half 
witted sort of fellow named Bill 
Wilkes. One day Bill took to the rail­
road tracks and never reappeared for 
about six years. In the Meantime his 
wife, Bettie, took in washing and sup­
ported the family. One day Bill came 
back. He went around to the kitchen 
door, softly opened it, stuck in his 
head and said, ‘Boo, Bettie.’ Bettie 
turned around from her washtub. ‘Te, 
he,’ said Bill; ‘I scared ye, didn’t  I, 
Bettie?* Whenever I see a stage hus­
band return to his family I think of 
Bill’s greeting after six years’ absence, 
•Boo, Bettie; I scared ye, didn’t  I?’ 
New York Times.
Won With Whips.
According to Herodotus, while the 
Scythians were away on a long cam­
paign their slaves took the opportunity 
to rebel and seize all their masters’ 
property. The latter on their return 
promptly attacked them, but were con­
tinually defeated until at last one of 
them hit on the brilliant idea of at 
tacking the slaves with whips only 
That, he said, would remind them of 
their origin and so cow them that 
they would never dare to stand. The 
Scythians followed his counsel, and it 
fell out as he had predicted. When 
the slaves beheld their masters riding 
down upon them flourishing the terri­
ble knotted thongs they knew so well 
they threw down their arms and fled.
Roused His Suspicions.
A naval officer was speaking of the 
extortions of innkeepers In out of the 
way parts of the globe.
“In Montenegro once,” he said, 
asked for my bill after having slept 
overnight a t a certain inn, and as 
soon as the document was handed to 
me I took out my purse to settle it. 
did not bother to verify the various 
items. Wbat would have been the 
use?
“But my readiness to pay amazed 
the landlord. He thought a moment 
and then he said uneasily:
“ •Will you let me have .another look 
a t that bill, sir? I think I have omit 
ted something.’ ”
From Our Regular Correspondent.
Washington D. C., Feb. 4,1909.—L 
Congress which has now but little 
over three weeks for the passage of 
many important measures before 
inauguration continues to dawdle 
and waste its time. This week it 
has spent many hours arguing over 
a twelve thousand dollar appropria­
tion for automobiles for the White 
House. Representive Sims of Tenn­
essee and twenty-seven of his 
friends are sternly opposed to the 
introduction of automobiles for the 
President and he with a num­
ber of his colleague^ have made 
speeches against this their pet aver­
sion. Their arguments have been 
futile in the lower House though 
and all of their gory pictures of the 
dead and wounded who are left in 
the trail of the gasoline machines 
succeeded in securing only twenty 
seven votes against the appropria­
tion to 185 in its favor. Mr. Taft 
will have -a machine. May be he 
will have two and he is to have a 
chaffeur and a footman and if tbe 
ordinary man is a judge of such 
things he will get all of the punish­
ment that Mr. Sims and his friends 
wish him. The horse is a known 
and tried luxury but the automobile 
is a fitful, unreliable thing as yet 
and no man can be tbe possessor of 
one, .much less of two or three with­
out having as much trouble' as bis 
envious friends and enemies can 
wish him. And if the automobile is 
a care there are no mild terms for 
the description of the load of 
trouble he has undertaken in a 
chaffeur. If the automobile is still 
far from perfection the average 
chaffer has just emerged from the 
nether regions. Probably Mr. Taft 
will not be so unhappy in his auto­
mobiles as tbe average man. His 
chauffeurs will be responsible to 
some one besides the President who 
will be responsible to some one be­
sides the President who will not 
have to find out that his car is left 
to stand in oil to weaken the tires; 
that tacks are recklessly sprinkled 
in his garage for the same purpose 
and that gasoline is soaked into the 
inner tubes with the object of hav­
ing them blow up. Tbe chaffeur 
has a rake off on all the supplies 
and repairs for the machine and it 
is up to him to see that the car 
which would ordinarily behave like 
an angel on wings does not pur­
sue its peaceful career. Presumably 
there will be some one to see that 
when the cars are turned in at 
night the chauffeur does not take 
his family|and friends out for moon­
light drives and it is to be hoped 
that there wijl be some adequate in­
spection of tbe car before it starts 
out on a long trip so that Mr. Taft 
may not find himself stranded miles 
fram a car line on a lonely road, 
Still if all of these safeguards are 
provided there will doubtless be 
many times when tbe president­
elect and his family will wish for 
horses and when Mr. Sims and his 
family and his twenty-seven friends 
may indulge in “ I told you so’s .”
It is probable that the friends of 
the movement for the conservation 
of our nationalQresources will see 
Congress adjourn without having 
made provision for that purpose. 
So far that body has appeared con­
tent to let the movement drift and it 
is not likely tbe enemies of the 
movement will allow any appro­
priation to be made for it in tbe last 
hurried month that remains. Tbe 
President has done his best and 
there may be other messages dis 
patched to Congress with the object 
of prodding it on to its duty in tbe 
matter. The enemies of conserva­
tion led by the Speaker of the 
House are so numerous and power­
ful though that it is not likely any 
thing will be accomplished and the 
fifty thousand dollars that the Presi­
dent has asked for the beginning of 
the work will probably not be forth­
coming. Mr. Pinchot, the national 
forester has returned from his trip 
to Canada and Mexico for the pur 
pose of interesting those countries
in the movement and reports inform­
ally that these governments are in 
full sympathy with tbe proposed 
work, and that they are eager to 
join the international conservation 
commission that will meet in Wash­
ington by invitation of the Presi­
dent, February eighteenth. At this 
conference many important ques­
tions will be discussed, among them 
the border fires which may originate 
in one country and carry devasta­
tion into the next and also the 
question of the tariff on lumber and 
how its removal would affect the 
matter of the conservation of 
forests.
The thrilling incident of the res­
cue of more than one thousand per­
sons from the steamer Republic 
through the agency of wireless tele­
graphy has inspired Congress to 
take some action wits regard to the 
equipping of all passenger carrying 
steamers with the apparatus. Had 
tbe Florida been so equipped tbe 
accident by which the Republic 
was sent to tbe bottom would not 
have occurred for the two vessels 
would have been able to exchange 
signals in the fog. It appears that 
that the French Assembly has al­
ready taken up the subject and it is 
probable that England will follow 
with laws requiring vessels to 
. carry the wireless equipement. Its 
cost is slight ranging from three 
hundred to one thousand dollars 
and its maintenance is not exorbi­
tant, and it is proposed by the Com­
mittee on Merchant Marine to urge 
that all ocean steamers carrying 
more than fifty passingers shall 
carry the apparatus.
NOVEL ELECTRIC SYSTEM.
The town of St. Albans, near 
London is using a novel system for 
generating electricity. The gener­
ating station, which has just been 
completed, uses no fuel except tbe 
town refuse. The refuse is burnt 
in a destroyer plant capable of con­
suming fron 50 to 60 tons per day of 
eighteen hours. The combustion 
chambers are provided with large 
furnace doors to permit of the intro­
duction of large articles, such as 
mattresses, animal carcasses, and 
the like. Tbe plant is equipped 
with two engines each operating 
two 75-kilowatt direct-current gen- 
enators. The current is generated 
at 230 volts on either side of a 460- 
volt three-wire system. The bat­
tery room of the plant contains 268 
cells with a capacity of over 1000 
ampere hours at a 10-hour dis­
charge rate.
NEW PRODUCT OF ELECTRIC 
FURNACE.
A new material has recently been 
produced in the electric furnace to 
take the place of platinum in elec­
tric cooking and heating devices. 
The new product is called silunduen 
and is produced by subjecting car­
bon to the vapor of silicon. Tbe re­
sult is a silicified carbon which is, 
similar to silicon carbide and has- 
many of tbe same properties. I t  
resists temperatures of 1,600 deg. 
C. and does not oxidize, nor is it af­
fected by acids. As a conductor of 
electricity its resistance is several 
times that of carbon.
FORGOTTEN FOR FIVE 
CENTURIES.
A Swiss journal announces an in­
teresting and somewhat remarkable 
discovery in the city library at 
Zurich. It is a manuscript work of 
John Stumpf, whose works of tbe 
reformation period are well known. 
The book just discovered consists 
of 600 pages, and deals with events 
from 1516 to 1534. Stumpf was a 
Prior of the Order of St. John of 
Jerusalem. He afterwards became 
the friend of Zwingli. If we did 
not remember the remarkable find 
of tbe Institutes of Gains in the 
chapter house at Verona by Nie­
buhr, the church historian in 1816, 
it would seem inoreditable that the 
manuscript which has just come to 
light should have reposed forgotten 
and unknown to historians for 
nearly five centuries in a library so 
well known as that of Zurich.
LOCAL AND COUNTY NEW S.
H T H E  INDEPENDENT
T K K W S . . .  m .O O  P K K  V K A K  
U IN IK V A N tX
Thursday, Feb’y It, ’09.
C H U R C H  N KK VIC 'EK.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Key. 
S I j. Mdssinger, D.D., pastor. Sunday School 
a t  9 a . m. Preaching a t 10 a. m. and . 7.80 p. m. 
Catechetical class a t 2 p. m. Y. P. S. O. E. 
prayer meeting a t 6.45 p. m. Bible study 
meeting on Wednesday evening a t 7.80 o’clock. 
All are most cordially invited to attend the 
services.
St. James* Church, Lower Providence, Rev. 
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and 
sermon, 10.80. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve­
ning service and sermon, 3. Holy Com­
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are 
eordially invited and weleome.
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegevllle, Rev. 
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun­
day a t 10 a. m. Sunday School a t 9. J unior 
Christian Endeavor a t 2 p. m., and Senior C. 
E. a t 7 p. m.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. G arrett 
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching, 
10.80 a. m. and 7.80 p. m. Song and prayer ser­
vice, 7 p. m.
St. Paul’s Memorial Church, near Oaks Sta­
tion, Rev. G. W. Barnes, Rector. Sunday 
Services—10.30 a. m 3.80 p. m. Sunday School 
—2.15 p. m. Vested choir. Free sittings. 
Cordial welcome. The i< ector residing in the 
parish, will be pleased to rec6ivq calls for visi­
tations or ministrations. Address Oaks P. O.
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit, 
Rev. Geo. R. Riffert, pastor. Services will be 
as follows: Trappe—Preaching a t 7 30 p. m.; 
prayer meeting a t 10 a. m.; Sunday School a t 
2 p. m. Limerick—Preaching a t 10 a. m.; 
Sunday School a t 9 a. m.; U. E. a t 7.30 p. m.
Passenger trains leave Collegevllle for Phila­
delphia : 7.03, 7.46,11.30 a m., 6.05 p. m. Sun­
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown: 
7.45,11.02a.m., 3.07, 6.06 p. m. Sundays—8.80 
a. m., 7.39 p. m.
Home and Abroad.
Memorial Meeting.
The Collegeville W. C. T. U. will 
| meet at the home of Mrs. E. S. 
Moser Wednesday afternoon the 
17th inst. at 3 o’clock. A specially 
prepared program will be rendered 
in memory of Frances.E. Willard 
who died February 17, 1898.
Valuable Egg Crop.
“The annual egg crop in the 
United States is more valuable than 
all the cotton grown, or all the corn 
grown, or all the iron made in the 
United States in one year,” said 
Prof. Robert Ellis Thompson, presi­
dent of the Central High School, to 
500 pupils of the Peirce School Fri­
day afternoon, in his weekly lecture 
on economics at the New Century 
Club. His subject was Commerce.
Proposed Appropriation for S tate 
Hospital Pared down 
The State Board of Charities has 
discounted by $21,000 the amount of 
State appropriation asked for by 
the Board of Trustees of the Norris 
towm State Hospital'for the Insane 
for the maintenance of the institu 
tion and neccessarv improvements 
The Trustees asked for $186,000, 
but the board of Charities has seen 
has seen fit to mark out a desired 
$15,000 for laundry buildings.
Sinking Comrade Saved.
A thrilling rescue of a drowning 
skater occured on Mumbauer’s dam 
near Palm, Friday when Fred 
Hevener, a student of Perkiomen 
Seminary, broke through the ice, 
where the water was ten feet deep. 
At the risk of his own life, Foster 
C. Hillegass, another studert, with 
much difficulty pulled the half- 
drowned comrade out of the freez­
ing water.
Meeting of Town Council.
At a regular meeting of Tow 
Council, Friday evening, the usual 
routine business was transacted 
An ordinance supplementary to the 
ordinance passed a few weeks ago, 
relating to the digging up of streets 
and an ordinance to extend the 
borough limits to include the prop 
erty of Warren Grater, were finally 
passed, and both have since bee 
signed by the Burgess. The or 
dinance will be published in the 
I ndependent next week.
—The one hundredth
—Anniversary of tho birth of
—Abraham Lincoln
—To morrow, February 12, 1909.
—Further reference on editorial 
page.
—Our care should be to live to 
some purpose.— Seneca.
—This month will recall the fact 
that Abraham Lincoln did great 
work as President for a very mod­
erate salary.—Washington Star.
—A bequest of$1000 is made toSt. 
John’s Lutheran church, at Boyer 
town, in the will of Daniel Miller, 
the centenarian, who died recently.
—Dr. P. Y. Eisenberg has been 
elected president of Norristown 
Charity Hospital, in place of Walter 
H. Cooke, who died recently.
—Because of dereliction of the 
clergy in making returns of marria­
ges, the Norristown Board of 
Health has decided to abolish the 
the keeping of the record.
—Soon the feathery songsters of 
early springtime will come again.
—St. Valentine’s Day, next Sun­
day February 14.
—A rare speciman of the silver 
gray fox was shot near Pottstown, 
by Warren Gebheardt and a Magis­
trate paid him $2 bounty for it.
—Penrose W. Brownback, Lin- 
field’s oldest storekeeper, who has 
been in business 41 years and near­
ly, all the time at the same place, 
has retired..
—Two unknown men armed with 
revolvers held up a bakery wagon 
in Pbcenixville and took a quantity 
of bread after firing several shots at 
the driver.
Albert Heiser, whoGbas filled the 
position as sexton of Lower Provi 
deuce Presbyterian chnrch for the 
past five years, has tendered his 
resignation.
—A sneak thief tapped the till in 
the feed store of Simpson Brothers’ 
Norristown, and secured $110.
—The giant smokestack in pro 
cess of erection at the Pennsburg 
Electric Light plant was blown 
down by the recent storm and bad­
ly battered.
Injured In Runaway Accident. 
Augustus Platt received injuries 
in a runaway accident in Norris­
town, Saturday, that may result in 
his death. While seated in the car­
riage of Councilman William Fen­
nell, Platt was taken ill and fell 
against the horse. The latter be­
came frightened and ran a mile be­
fore he was stopped. Platt’s head 
lay against one of the wheels, and 
his scalp was badly torn.
Cojunty Bond Issue Probable.
The County Commissioners are 
contemplating the issuance of 
bonds to the amount of $500,000 in 
order to provide ready funds where 
with to place the roadways in and 
about the county in first-class con­
dition, and in order to take up and 
pay off floating liabilities, iDclud 
awards for damages, etc. The 
county now has 97 miles of freed 
turnpikes to look after and the 
greater number of these are in 
urgent need of attention.
Attorney Evans Seriously Injured. 
Attorney O. L. Evans is suffering 
at his home in Limerick with con­
cussion of the brain, the result of 
falling as he stepped from a trolley 
car at Main and Swede streets, 
Norristown, Saturday morning. 
The shock of the fall rendered Mr. 
Evans unconscious for a short time. 
Suffering great pain he went home. 
Though his condition is serious it 
is hoped and believed that he will 
recover in due time.
Thousands For Charity.
From the large estate of Samuel 
B. Latshaw, the Royeroford real 
estate agent, the Methodist Hospital 
of Philadelphia will receive $5000 
and the Mthodist church of Royers- 
ford $5000. A “ trusted woktnan” 
Daniel J. Yerger, Mr. Latshaw 
awards $1000. The interest of 
$5000 is to go to Ruth Rogers, 
adopted daughter. The residue is 
bequeathed to his widow and 
daughter.
Fellowship Meeting. 
Wednesday evening of last week 
the congregation and friends of 
Trinity Reformed, church, this bor 
ough, met in the church parlors at 
a Fellowship meeting. The pro­
gram of the evening was as follows 
Piano solos, Miss Lachman, Sadie 
Hunsieker, Prof. Caldwell; Vocal 
solos, Mr. Stamm; Violin solos, Mr. 
Horton; Cello solo, Mr. Wagner; 
Recitations, Mrs. Frank Gristock, 
Miss Helen Neff; Reading Mr. 
Maeder; Quartette, Messrs, Mertz, 
Wagner, Smaull, and Thomas. 
After the program refreshments 
were served and a social hour very 
pleasantly spent.
Valentine Social.
At a recent meeting of the Norris 
town and Collegeville Woman Suf­
frage Association, Mrs. Ross read 
an article from Progress, “A New 
Era;” Miss Thomas gave a summary 
of the present status of the Woman 
Suffrage movement throughout the 
world, and each member gave an 
item of interest on Woman Sufferage 
in our own . country. A committee 
was appointed to arrange for a 
valentine social-to be held at the 
home of Charles and' Martha E. 
Platt on the evening of February 12,
Meeting of Fire Company.
A regular meeting of the College­
ville Fire Company was held Thurs­
day evening. The unusually large 
attendance was encouraging and in­
dicated renewed interest in the 
affairs of the Company. The follow­
ing officers were elected: President, 
F. W. Gristock; Finanial Secretary, 
J. L. Bechtel; Recording Secretary, 
F. P. Walt; Treasurer, Jerome 
Bordner. Fire chief, F. W. Scbeu- 
ren; first assistant, G. F. Clamer; 
second assistant, Baniel Walt. 
Foreman of the hook and ladder 
truck, Lee Gordon. Trustees—Dr. 
S. B. Horning, F. W. Scheureh, 
Daniel Walt. It was decided to 
bold an oyster supper on Saturday, 
February 27. A special meeting of 
the Company will be held this 
Thursday evening to further the 
preparations for the supper.
Members of Driving Club Propose 
to Own a Track.
The members of the Norristown 
Driving Club propose to quit using 
Dr. C. Z. Weber’s half-mile track, 
near Jeffersonville, and own a 
course of their own in that vicinity, 
where they will hold their race 
meets next season.
Turnpike Case to go to Suprem e 
Court.
The County Commissioners have 
decided to appeal to the Supreme 
Court from the award of $60,000 
made by a Chester county jury in 
the case of freeing the Chestnut 
Hill and Springhouse turnpike. 
The Commissioners recently made a 
personal inspection of the road­
way and held a conference with the 
officials of the Lehigh Valley Tran­
sit Co., the actual owners of the 
highway. Failing to effect a settle­
ment with the turnpike people on 
what was considered an equitable 
figure, much less than the award 
made, the Commissioners have de­
cided to ask the higher tribunal to 
review the case.
Washington Once Gave Dp
to three doctors, was kept Id bed for five 
weeks. Blood poison from a spider’s bite 
caused large, deep sores to cover his leg. 
The doctors failed, then Bucklen’s Arnica 
Salve completely cured me,” writes John 
Washington, of Bosqnevllle." Texas. For 
eczema, bolls, burns and piles its supreme. 
25c. at Joseph W. Culbert’s drug store, 
• ollegevllle, and at M. T. Hunslcker’s store, 
Ironbrldge.
How’s This?
We effer One Hundred Dollars Reward for 
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured 
by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. 
Cheney tor the last 15 years, and believe him 
perfectly honorable In all business trans­
actions and financially able to carry out any 
obligation made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, 
acting directly upon the blood and mucous 
starfaces of the system. Price 75c. per bot- 
tie. Sold by all druggists. Testimonials 
free.
8old by druggists, price 75c. per bottle.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
Kind Words for Professor Chandler.
Anent the departure of Prof. Wm. 
W. Chandler from his post as Prin­
cipal of the Ursiuns Academy and 
his acceptance of the Professorship 
of English at the Southern Manual 
training School, of Philadelphia, the 
Ursinus Weekly, of February 5, 
says, in part: “As Principal of the 
Academy Prof. Chandler displayed 
great executive ability, and it was 
his worth which brought its educa­
tional and scholastic standing up to 
par with that of other preparatory 
schools in the East. For more than 
a college generation he has trained 
students in the arts of public dis­
course, not only by precept, but 
also by example. His untiring 
efforts in individual work have 
done much toward making oratori­
cal, debating and declaiming con­
tests hereabouts the success they 
have been, and in this capacity he 
will be sorely missed.” Prof. 
Chandler, and his estimable family 
will continue their residence here 
until spring.
Vigorous a t 99.
Richard Doran, of Norristown, 
celebrated the 99th anniversary of 
his birth on Tuesday of last week. 
He was born ia Ireland. Emigra­
ting in his youth to this country he 
spent six years in Duncannon, this 
State, and then settled down in life 
in Norriton township-, this county, 
where he married and became the 
father of eleven children, eight of 
whom are still living. Mr. Doran 
says he feels “as young as a boy” 
and is willing to wager that he can 
defeat any man ten years younger 
than himself in a walk to Phila­
delphia.
Lincoln Day Exercises In the Public 
Schools.
County Superintendent Landis 
announces that he not only author­
izes but desires all public school 
teachers in the county to hold Lin­
coln Day exercises in the public 
schools on Friday of this week. 
The school periodicals in the bands 
of the teachers afford the teachers 
all the material needed for a proper 
celebration of the conspicuous 
event, and it will be well to impress 
upon tho minds of the boys and 
girls some of the historical facts re­
lating to the life, character, and 
achievements of the great emanci­
pator.
Piano Recital.
‘A piano recital was given in the 
Concert Hall of the Combs Broad 
Street Conservatory of Music, 1329- 
31 South Broad S.t., on Saturday 
afternoon, February 6th, by Eliza­
beth B. Lachman of this borough. 
She was assisted by Clarance M. 
Cox in the Sonata for piano and vio­
lin, Op. 8 by Grieg. Miss Lachman 
played with fine discernment and 
artistic skill. She graduated from 
from the Conservatory in the theo­
retical department in ’05; received 
a teacher’s certificate in ’08, and is 
a candidate for a diploma in the 
piano department this year.
Three H orses Stolen.
Three horses were stolen from 
the farm of Lambert Brothers, near 
Eagleville, Monday night or early 
Tuesday morning. It has been 
learned that the horses passed 
through Germantown Tuesday 
morning. The thieves are still at 
large. A falling top buggy, a set of 
rubber mounted harness and two 
blankets were also taken. A re­
ward of $100 has b6en offered for 
the recovery of the horses.
Appointed M anager of Asylum Farm.
Jonas A. Cassel, formerly of Skip- 
pack, and for some time head farmer 
for Mr. Kbchersperger of Limerick 
has been appointed manager of the 
Blair county poor and asylum farm 
at Hollidaysburg, and will assume 
the duties of the position about the 
middle of March. The farm con­
tains 280 acres. Mr. Cassel is a 
good farmer, and his friends pre­
dict success for him in the position 
to which he has been chosen.
Automobile W recked.
An automobile, running very fast 
and containing three men; collided 
with a telegraph pole at the foot of 
the hill between Eagleville and the 
Presbyterian church, Monday after­
noon. . The car skidded. The 
chauffeur, E. S. Baker, of Philadel 
pbia, went over the bridge and 
landed in a field. The other two 
men Geo. Brock, of Philadelphia, 
and “Zippy” Swinehart of Norris­
town, escaped serious injury. The 
machine was wrecked.
Teachers’ Local Institute.
A Parents’ and Teachers’ Local 
Institute will be held in the Royers- 
ford High School building on Fri­
day and Saturday, February 12 and 
13. Music, discussions of public 
school topics and addresses have 
been arranged for the two sessions 
of each day. On Friday at 2 p. m. 
Rev. H. A. Welker, Miss Harriet 
Howard and J. L. Hunsieker will 
participate in the program. Prof. 
W. A. Kline, of Ursinus College, 
will treat “The Classic” as a factor 
n Education. At 7.30 p. m. the 
proceedings will include an address 
by Dr. Geo. Morris Philips. On 
Saturday, at 9.30, Hon. I. C. Wil­
liams and Dr. Philips, will deliver 
addresses, and in the afternoon at 2 
p. m. Miss Sara C. Lovejoy will 
;peak of Home Economies, followed 
by address by Prof. N. C. Cameron 
and Prof. C. A. Wagner.
Death of John G. Prizer.
After an illness of many months 
John G. Prizer, one of the most 
widely known residents of the 
Perkiomen Valley, died at his home 
in Sch wenksville on Monday, aged 
63 years. The wife and. one son 
and three daughters survive. For 
many years Mr. Prizer took a fore­
most part in the affairs of the com­
munity in which he lived. He be­
came identified as cashier with the 
Sch wenksville National Bank when 
it was organized in 1874 and held 
that position continually until his 
death. He served as a School Di­
rector for many terms, first in 
Perkiomen township and later in 
the borough of Schwenksville. In 
1895 he was appointed as a trustee 
of the Norristown Hospital for the 
Insane and faithfully performed the 
duties of that position. He was 
prominent in the Republican politics 
of the county, and was a member of 
Masonic Lodge of Trappe. The 
funeral will be held on Saturday; 
all services at the Lutheran church, 
Sch wenksville at 11.30 a. m. Inter­
ment in the Schwenksville ceme­
tery; undertaker F. W. Shalkop in 
charge. Relatives and friends are 
invited to attend the funeral.
The Secret of Long Life.
A French scientist has discovered one 
secret of long life. His method deals with 
the blood. But long ago millions of Ameri­
cans had proved Electric Bitters prolonged 
Hie and makes it worth living. It purifies, 
enriches and vitalizes the blood, rebuilds 
wasted nerve cells, Imparts life and tone to 
the entire system. Its a godsend to weak, 
sick and debilitated people. “Kidney 
trouble had blighted my life for months,” 
writes W. M. Sherman, of Cushing, Mo., 
“but Electric Bitters cured me entirely.” 
Only 50c., at Joseph W . Culbert’s drag 
store, Collegevllle, and at M. T. Hun- 
ticker’s store, Ironbiidge.
Twin Anniversary Events a t Ursinus.
Founders’ day and the centenary 
anniversary of the birth of Abra­
ham Lincoln will be simultaneously 
celebrated at Ursinus College this 
Thursday afternoon, since Found­
ers'day — the fortieth anniversary 
of the formation of the College cor­
poration— falls upon the 10th and 
the Lincoln anniversary on the 12th 
of this month. In the afternoon the 
Founders’ day celebration will oc­
cur, at which time Rev. Dr. David 
1. Ernest Klopp, of Lebanon, the 
sole survivor of the ministers who 
took part in the founding of the 
college, will deliver the address. 
Afterward the Lincoln centen­
ary will be celebrated with appro 
priate exercises. The address will 
be made by Rev. Dr. James W. 
Memminger, ’84, of Lancaster. Dr. 
Keigwin, president of the college, 
will preside on both occasions. 
The Handel Choral Society will 
sing the new hymn, “America,” 
composed by Professor Henckels, 
head of the Department of Modern 
Languages of the college, and an­
other composition of Professor 
Henckels’ “Our Country,” , will be 
given its first public rendition. 
The public is most cordially invited 
to attend all the exercises.
DEATHS.
Elizabeth, widow of the late 
Henry S. Kulp, of Trappe, died on 
Wednesday, February 3, aged 72 
years. Three sons survive: Wynn, 
of New York city; Harry, of 
Trooper; and Charles, of Providence 
Square. The funeral was held 
Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock. In­
terment in L3wer _ Providence 
Presbyterian cemetery; undertaker 
J. L. Bechtel in charge.
Cora G., daughter of Edward and 
Elmira Gordon, of Evansburg, died 
Thursday evefiing, aged 18 months. 
Funeral Sunday at 2.30, Interment 
at the Episcopal cemetery, Evans­
burg; undertaker J. L. Bectel in 
charge.
Rocco Addesso died Saturday at 
the home of the parents in Limer­
ick, aged 5 years. Undertaker F. 
W. Shalkop forwarded the remains 
to Philadelphia, where the funeral 
was held on Wednesday.
Soldier Balks Death Plot.
It seemed to J. A. Stone, a civil war vet­
eran, of Kemp, Tex., that a plot existed be­
tween a desperate lung trouble and the 
grave to cause bis death. “ I contracted a 
stubborn cold,” he writes, “that developed 
a couch that stuck to me, in spite of all 
remedies, for years. My weight ran down 
to 130 pounds.. Then I began to use Dr. 
King’s New Discovery, which restored my 
health completely. I now weigh 178 
pounds.” For severe Colds, obstinate 
Coughs, Hemorrhages, Asthma, and to pre­
vent Pnenmonla, it’s unrivaled. 50c. and 
$1.00. Trial bottle iree. Guaranteed by J. 
W. Culbert, druggist,'Collegevllle, and by 
M. T. Hunsieker, Ironbrldge.
PERSONAL.
The Matrons’ Club was eDtertainr 
ed by Mrs. Howard Miller at her 
home on Third avenue, last Friday 
afternoon.
Miss Riddle entertained the 
Faculty Club at the College House, 
Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Fetterolf of 
Wyucote visited Mr. and Mrs. A. 
D. Fetterolf, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Custer, of Norris­
town, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. 
John Bechtel.
Mrs. Bertolet is on the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. Shade, of Royers- 
ford, and Mrs. Geo. Yeagle and 
daughter, of Limerick, were among 
the Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Ralph Miller.
Miss Elizabeth Baccius, of Wilm­
ington, Del., spent some time re­
cently with Mrs. Bean.
Mr. Vandersclice, principal of 
the borough schools, is ill this 
week. During his illness Mr. 
Howard Tyson, a Junior at Ursinus, 
is filling the position.
Dr. J. A. Thomas and family who 
for the past year have resided on 
Fifth avenue have moved to Reading 
where Dr. Thomas has a dental 
office.
Items From Trappe.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kepler, of 
East Greenville, were the guests of 
Esquire and Mrs. P,' W. Shalkop 
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Weikel 
attended the funeral of Mrs. Henry 
S. Kulp, of Lower Providence, last 
Saturday.
Mrs. John G. T. Miller, of Phila­
delphia, was the guest of Mr. and 
Mrs. Daniel Shuler, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Bower visi­
ted Mr. and Mrs. Catilla, in Phila­
delphia, Saturday and Sunday.
Last week a big porker was 
slaughtered at Beckman’s hotel. 
The animal, dressed, weighed 490 
pounds. William Linderman, of 
Upper Providence, also killed a big 
hog last week. Weight: 550 pounds.
On Thursday last John Endy 
killed a fat cow, expecting to dis­
pose erf same to a butcher. He was 
surprised when he discovered that 
the heart of the animal was three 
times larger than the normal heart 
of a cow and that it weighed 23 
pounds. The carcass was sold to a 
dealer in dead animals.
Four new members were added to 
Keystone Grange No. 2, last Satur­
day afternoon, and eight persons 
were proposed for membership. 
Two newly elected members were 
unable to be present. The local 
Grange was never in a more pros­
perous condition than at present. 
This is gratifying to all who take 
interest in the Grange, an organi­
zation that deserves the active 
support of all who are engaged in 
agricultural pursuits.
A chicken and oyster supper will 
be held under the auspices of the 
Luther League in Masonic Hall on 
Saturday evening, February 20. 
Home-made cakes and candies, ice 
cream, &c; will be on sale. Supper 
will be served from 5 to 10 p. m. 
Don’t miss a good supper and an 
evening’s enjoyment.
The Sunbeam Mission Band in­
vite parents and friends to meet 
with them in the U. E. church Sat­
urday afternoon February 13 at 2.30 
o’clock. This is the annual public 
meeting to review what has been 
learned during the past year; 
followed by short program. The 
amount of money raised during the 
year will be announced'.
There was excitement in plenty 
and to spare in the old town last 
Saturday afternoon, and the leading 
incident of a fox chasing event has 
caused a variety of - comment and 
much discussion. Fox No. 1, let 
out Rt G. Guy Millef’s Lamb hotel, 
made but a brief run toward Roy- 
ersford and was captured in a 
lumber pile on the place formerly 
owned by James R. Weikel. Then 
fox No. 2 was let out and the excite­
ment soon reached flood tide. 
Reynard, in making a run for life, 
with eager pursuers following—on 
horsebach, on foot, and in vehicles 
—ran into a rear enclosure at 
’Squire Shalkop’s place. H. S. 
Pennypacker, who happened to be 
on the premises, caught the fox and 
imprisoned the animal in a corn crib. 
When the dogs, and the riders, and 
the running footmen brought up in 
the vicinity of the crib, Mr. Miller 
demanded that the'fox be let out. 
Mr. Pennypacker refused the de­
mand, and then there was some 
heated argument. Finally Mr. P. 
agreed toaccede to the demand upon 
the payment of $5.00, which was 
paid by Mr. Miller. Then there 
was another brief chase and the 
fox was captured alive on Stephen 
Tyson’s place by Mr. Sheeley, of 
Royersford, one of the chasers.
Raising Cloversead.
Raising cloverseed is a growing 
industry in some sections of Penn­
sylvania. A carload of cloverseed 
consigned to western points has 
just been shipped from Martins- 
burg, Blair county. The seed was 
purchased from the farmers of Mor­
rison's Cove, during the past few 
weeks. While the product in many 
parts of the country, owing to the 
drought of the summer months, was 
exceedingly scarce, the crop on the 
limestone farms of Morrison’s Cove 
was abundant, yielding hundreds 
of bushels of the tiny seed.
From Gratersford.
Mrs. George Dunn and son John 
spent Saturday and Sunday in 
Philadelphia.
Mrs. J. M. Markley is suffering 
from tonsilitis and her daughter 
Ethel is sick with grippe.
Jesse Kline was down with 
grippe five days, but is out again.
Win Keyser wielded the razor for 
Jesse last Saturday and gave satis­
faction.
H. Fisher is improving, but is 
still in the house.
Elias S. Grater was tendered a 
birthday surprise party Monday 
night by his neighbors and friends. 
It was his 37th birthday.
The grammer school was closed on 
Monday, for the day only.
Election next Tuesday. Every 
voter should help elect the local 
ticket and our next State Senator.
Jottings From Limerick
Wm. Rogers, who has been quite 
ill for several weeks, was taken in an 
automobile to the home of of his son 
in Germantown, one day last week
Wm. March, who was on the sick 
list, is again able to be about.
Miss Reifsnyder and Miss Keck 
of Pottstown, were the guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. B. F, Gaugler, Sun­
day.
Miss Katie Thomas, of Trappe 
visited friends here Monday even 
ing.
Miss Florence Brandt, of Norris 
town, spent several days with Miss 
Martha Linderman.
Miss Emma Porr was the guest of 
Miss Julia Yost, of Collegeville 
Sunday.
The Women’s Missionary Society 
will meet at the home of Samaria 
Smith at Sanatoga next Saturday at 
2 p. m.
FROM OAKS.
The groundhogcameouton sched 
ule time, saw his soadow, and re 
paired to the innermost recesses of 
his lair for six weeks more. How 
this animal, who rules the weather 
for the next six weeks, knows the 
correct time and leaves his lair on 
time, is a puzzle.
Wednesday night burglars en 
tered the Janeway residence, the 
rectory building, and made an a' 
tempt on Mr. Gresson’s resideoci 
but Mr. Cox, the coachman, hearing 
the dogs barking furiously, went to 
the scene and the burglars made no 
further attempts of entry. They re 
moved what silverware that was at 
hand, about all the eatables, cooked 
coffee, and held a banquet be 
fore departure. Several men were 
noticed during the day who ap­
peared to have no home only under 
their bats, and it is supposed these 
were the parties spotting out the 
different places to work upon. Late 
in the- fall the strayabouts had a 
rendezvous along the Pennsylvania 
R. R. between Oaks and Port Provi­
dence, and was named Bnmmers’ 
Roost, and it was hardly safe to pass 
that point after dark without being 
well armed. Perhaps they are a 
portion of the Pequea murder syndi­
cate, here to establish a reign of 
terror and frighten the timid ones. 
Of the two evils, the bums or the 
Jersey terror, one would hardly 
know which evil to fear. Just now 
there are lots of bums on the road.
Did we ever see Abraham Lin­
coln? Well, yes; several times at 
Washington and down at the front 
when he visited the army. He at-' 
tended many of the reviews of the 
army of the Potomac, and a review 
in Napoleoh’s time wasn’t a battle 
and it never failed but onceand that 
was in 1861 at Bailey’s Cross Roads 
in the civil war. Lincoln was head 
and shoulders above everybody, 
and our first impression was he 
could be compared to Saul in stature 
and Paul by nature, in goodness, 
simplicity and general bearing; of 
that Saul, otherwise Paul, following 
the steps of the Master who went 
about doing good, who as a master 
builder, he either laid the founda­
tion or raised the superstructure, 
and Lincofn, a master builder, lay­
ing the foundation of a nation, for 
truth, justice, freedom, and the up­
lifting of common humanity, a 
savior of his country was he. Among 
the hundred thousands of men, in­
fantry, cavalry, artillery, gaily be­
decked, bespangled officers, above 
them all towered the mighty Eman­
cipator, the champion of liberty, 
Abraham Lincoln, the commander- 
in-chief of that great army, and our 
part in that army and our record 
were made more glorious by 
the fact that we were one of “Lin­
coln’s Boys.”
The injuries received by Theodore 
Smoyer proved fatal and he died 
from blood poisoning. He leaves a 
widow, three sons and two daugh­
ters, all married, and a large circle 
of friends to mourn his loss. The 
sympathy of the community goes 
out to the family in their bereave­
ment. The funeral, on Monday, 
was largely attended, as he had a 
large circle of friends. Rev. Mr. 
McKee preached the funeral ser­
mon. J. L. Bechtel had charge of 
the remains. There were many beau­
tiful floral mementoes. Mr. Smoyer 
was at one time a resident of Wor­
cester. He married Miss Anna 
Mayberry, of Lower Providence. 
She and three sons and two daugh­
ters survive him. William lives in 
Delaware county, Theodore Junior 
at Areola, Archie in Norristown. 
One daughter married a Mr. Coup- 
enhaver and resides in Norristown. 
The other daughter married Jona­
than Detwiler and lives on the 
homestead. Mr. Smoyer has one 
brother who lives in Kansas, Daniel 
Smoyer, and four sisters — Mrs, 
Jenny Rushong, Mrs. Edward Cas­
selberry, living in Worcester; Mrs. 
Wilson Mayberry in Roxborough, 
and Mrs. Oliver Metz of Jefferson­
ville. Mr. Smoyer’s parents died 
several years ago. After marriage 
Mr. Smoyer took up his residence 
above Oaks, on the road leading to 
Black Rock. He bought a property 
there, and though the place was 
considerably run down, he put it in 
first-class order. He raised an 
abundance of truck and fruit. His 
residence was known as Elm Glen, 
and as he was a great hand to make 
things neat and comfortable, so did 
he make bis home. His wife was a 
lover of flowers, and Elm Glen on a 
springtime morning, with the many 
pretty flowers and fruit trees in 
bloom, presented a sight pretty to 
behold. We sow and others reap; 
we build, but others enjoy, the com 
forts of the structure. Our days 
are as grass; like a flower of the 
field we flourish, the wind passeth 
over us, and the place thereof shalt 
know us no more. Mr. Smoyer was 
elected Supervisor of the township 
at one time. He was a practical 
road builder. He was a consistent 
member of the Green Tree church, 
and was a man who would do no­
body an injury and everybody 
kind turn. He was fifty-eight years 
of age. We say farewell, but not 
forever, if we place true reliance on 
the promise made to us.
They who missed attending the 
lecture of Rev. Mr. Sweigart, Satur 
day evening, missed a grand liter 
ary treat. The lefcturer was at his 
best. Said dreams were the echoes 
of the day; that he believed in 
dreams; dreams came true, etc. We 
were reminded of the incident that 
happened to Rev. J. T. Meyers dur 
ing the Pan-American Exposition at 
Buffalo, New York. Rev. Mr 
Meyers had been making ministerial 
calls on his congregation the day 
before and was tired out. The day 
McKinley was shot he was sitting 
in a chair on the poreh reading a 
newspaper, when he went to sleep. 
And in that sleep he dreamed he 
saw people gathering to the Exosi- 
tion, saw the Presidential party and 
saw President McKinley shot, the 
report of the discharges of the pistol 
awakening him. It was thought 
could it be so, and with many fore­
bodings, even though dreams, go 
by contrarys, his dream was only 
too true, for he read in the evening 
papers of the assassination of Presi­
dent McKinley, just as it had been 
shown to him in dream.
A Law-Abiding County.
Everybody is trying to be law- 
abiding in Forest county, this State. 
There being no criminal business 
on the docket and none in sight, 
Judge Rice ordered that no grand 
jury be drawn for the February 
term, and the Court will be occu­
pied in the hearing of civil cases 
only.
A Puzzling Legacy.
What disposal will be made of the 
$10,000 bequest of the late Senator 
Roberts to “the people of Lower 
Merion township” is a puzzling 
question. Attorney Rowland Evans, 
the township solicitor, and father- 
n-law of the deceased, called at the 
Court House, Norristown, Monday, 
and examined this specific gift in 
the will. He said it was a perplex­
ing problem, as the benefits must 
be such as would proportionately 
affect every section of the township. 
The problem may be solved by a 
family consultation, which will be 
held as soon as the scattered mem­
bers can be assembled.
Snake in Haymow.
The winter snake crop continues 
to be harvested. George Weikert, 
of Round Top, near Gettysburg, had 
an exciting experience with a snake 
recently. Mr. Weikert had gone 
into the haymow at the barn to 
throw down hay for the horse when 
he was suddenly confronted by a 
large reptile ready to strike. Mr. 
Weikert dropped the fork and got 
down to the ground as quickly as 
possible. He says that the snake 
was fully five or six feet in length 
and that it has probably been in the 
barn since harvest last summer, as 
the field from, which the hay 




Besides carrying our usual full line of 
feed and dairy salt, we have received a 
carload of CHOICE COTTONSEED 
MEAL, also a carload of fresh HORSE 
and DAIRY SUCRENE.
We are also carrying a good brand of 
Gluten Feed which has met with the ap­
proval of our customers. It is a feed that 
brings results.
We would call the attention of poultry 
dealers and farmers of the very good re­
sults that our HEN-E-TA BONE CRYS­
TALS have been giving in this community 
as well as elsewhere. I t  is the only Bone 
Grit in the market. I t is an egg pro­
ducer. We would be pleased to acquaint 
you with its analysis and guarantee.
We also sell the LITTLE GIANT 
STOCK TONIC. The guaranteed analysis 
speaks for itself. By virtue of our State 
Laws all feeders of Stock Feeds are now 
protected.
Buckwheat Flour is on great demand 
during this season. Its use is invaluable 
to the farmers and butchers. We always 
have a good supply on hand ■ Graham 
Flour Is also a good seller at this time.
F. J. CLAMER, 
Proprietor Collegeville Mills.
For r en t .House for rent: also a good farm hand wanted; good pay. Apply to 
W. H. STROUD,
Cross Keys Road. Collegeville, Pa.




county stock; smooth and clean.
2-11. R. F. PARKS, Trappe, Pa.
Fo r800 bushels of seed potatoes.
F or sale .a  good p< |  H H B IP Vtrap, pony sleigh, and set of pony harness. 
Apply to MRS. J. T. KEYSER,
2-11. Collegeville, Pa.
Will he sold at public sale on FRIDAY, 
FEBRUARY 12, 1909, a t Perkiomen
Bridge hotel, one carload of fresh cows 
direct from Centre county. Gentlemen, I 
have selected another lot of choice cows 
that will meet your needs and make dol­
lars for you. They have the good qual­
ities you are looking tor. Sale a t 2 o’clock. 
Conditions by
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S'. Gross, clerk.
F<lOR SALE.Livery stable, including shed, har­
ness, carriages, blankets, &c. of S. Gross 




Eggs for  h atch ing .Eggs from pure barred Plymouth Rock chickens for sale a t 0.50, 0.75, and 
$1 per setting. Apply to
FRED. J. EBERT,
l-14-4m. Pinetown, near Oaks Station.
was 
favorite
Joseph Bartosevic, twenty-two year? 
old, was found along the Philadelphia 
& Reading railway, above Phoenix 
ville, Pa., with both legs severed.
The J. & S. Emison corn mill, cor- 
cribs and elevator, together with 100,- 
000-bushels of corn, were destroyed by 
fire at Vincennes, Ind., causing a loss 
of $100,000.
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS.
The Rev. Mr. Barnes, the new 
Rector of Saint Paul’s preached to 
two splendid congregations last 
Sunday. At both services he spoke 
most thankfully of the gracious 
welcome which the people generally 
of our community had extended to 
him and his family in preparing the 
Rectory and donating so many 
household articles as well as food 
and groceries. He extended to 
everybody a most.cordial welcome 
to visit the Rectory and to send for 
him for ministrations and visita­
tions at all times.
Contrary to newspaper reports 
the thieves who entered the Rec­
tory did not take anything away, 
but they did enter the St. Paul’s 
church about a week ago and stole 
all the communion wine.
In the absence of Miss Bessie 
Stiles, of Norristown, who teaches 
one of the departments of the Moot 
Clare school, Miss Sadie Parsons 
took charge of the school. Miss 
Parsons is a graduate of the Green 
Tree school and of the Norristown 
High School.
Unless the datei is changed, of 
which due notice will be given, the 
Rev. Chas. A. Bame will deliver a 
lecture in the Green Tree church, 
Tuesday, February 16. Subject— 
World Heroes.
Miss Sarah Dettra, who has been 
very much indisposed, is getting 
much better.
Joseph Umstead has a very severe 
Cold, and is housed.
western, 
local
The Latest Closing Prices For Produce 
and Live Stock.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR firm; 
winter extras, new, $3.76.04; winter 
clear, $4.25@4.50; city mills, fancy, 
$5.8506.RYE FLOUR quiet, at $4.1004.15 
per barrel.
WHEAT firm; No. 2 red,
$1.1201.12%. ' xt o „
CORN steady; No. 2 yellow, 
67068c.
OATS steady; No. 2 white, clipped, 
66%c.; lower grades, 54c.
HAY steady; timothy, large bales 
$15 per ton.POULTRY: Live steady; hens, 14# 
14%c.; old roosters, 10c. Dressed 
firm; choice fowls, 15%c.; old roos 
ers, ll% c.BUTTER steady; extra creamery, 
34c. per lb.BIGGS steady; selected, 37 @ 39c.; 
nearby, 33c.; western; 33c.
POTATOES steady, at 78@80c. pei 
bushel. Sweet Potatoes steady, a t  50 
060c. per basket.
TO THE VOTERS OF MONT­
GOMERY COUNTY.
The shortness of time between 
my nomination.for' State senator 
and the election, February 16, 
reuders it impossible for me to 
see yon all, which 1 lully regret* 
If elected to that high office by 
your votes I will do my utmost to 
serve the people faithfully.




Will be sold at public sale, on THURS­
DAY, MARCH 11, 1909, on the premises 
of the undersigned in the borough of 
Trappe, on the road leading from Trappe 
to Black Rock, half mile from former 
place, the following personal property: 
Horses: No. 1, a bay horse, 12 
years old, sound, a good worker 
and fearless of all objects; good 
on tread power. No. 2, a bay 
horse, 7 years old, sound and fearless, 
safe for a woman to drive. Two 2-horse 
farm wagons, with beds; 2 sets of hay 
ladders, 14 and 16 feet long; cart and cart 
harness; 2-borse market wagon, carry a 
ton; express wagon, fallingtop buggy, no- 
top buggy, bob sled, express sleigh, one- 
seated sleigh, Osborne reaper and binder,
2 mowing machines, Wood and Johnson 
2 hay tedders, Wood and Bulyard; hay 
rake, springtooth harrow, spike barrow. 
60 teeth; Hench riding cultivator, 2 Syra­
cuse plows, roller, corn marker, 3 hoe 
harrows, tread power, Buckwalter; King 
Cleaner, feed cutter, windmill, cornsbeller,
2 wheelbarrows, bags and bag truck, 4 
sets heavy harness, express harness, S 
sets of double lines, collars, blindhalters. 
lines, fly straps and other straps, forks, 
rakes, scoop and other shovels, crosscut 
saw-, other saws, post spades, double 
trees, single trees, timber chains, traces, 
breast chains and other chains.
H ousehold G oods ; 2 stoves, - Bride 
range and cook stove; farmers’ boiler, 22 
gal.; extension table and other tables 
sink, kitchen cupboard, corner cupboard 
bench table, dough tray, lot of dishes, 
dozen chairs, settee, imprpved Singer 
sewing machine, 4 bedsteads and bedding, 
feathers, 5 washstands, 50 yards of rag 
carpet, new Enterprise lard press and 
sausage grinder, 30 and 20 qt. milk cans 
milk buckets, Star milk cooler, butter 
churn and butter worker, large cheese 
colander, copper kettle, iron kettle, and 
many other articles too numerous to men 
tion. Sale at 12 o’clock, sharp. Condi 
tions: 90 days credit on all sums of $15 
and exceeding that amount; under $15 
cash. C. H. TYSON
Wayne Pierson, auct. A. T. AUebach, clerk 
Also two shares RidgeAvenue Farmers 
Market Company Stock.
Live Stock Markets. 
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)— 
CATTLE lower; choice, $6.2506.40.; 
prime, $606.25. -
SHEEP higher; prime wethers. $5 22 
05.50; culls and common, $203.50; 
lambs, $507.75; veal calves, $90 9.50.
HOGS active; prime heavies, $6.190 
©7; mediums, $6.85; heavy Yorkers 
$6.75 0  6.85; light Yorkers, $6.40 0  6.60; 
pigs, $6.200 6.30; roughs, $5.5006 26.
OTIL'E.
To the Heirs and Legal Representa­
tives of William Pennebacker.
Take notice that pn February 1, 1909. 
William G. Taylor filed his petition in the 
Court of Common Pleas of Montgomery 
county, alleging that he was the owner of 
a certain messuage and tract of 18 acres 
116 perches situate in the Township of 
Upper Providence in said county, on the 
Perkiomen and Reading Turnpike Road, 
and on the road from Trappe to the river 
Schuylkill and adjoining lands of A. Isett, 
S. Pennypacker, Jesse Peterman and 
lands late of Jacob Fry, now of Gilbert. 
That a part of said lands were included 
in a  certain mortgage made by Jacob 
Bender to William Pennypacker, dated 
April 30, 1800, and recorded in* Mortgage 
Book No. 5, page 172, &c. That no pay­
ment of principal nor interest bad been 
made on said mortgage lor more than 21 
years past; that the holders of said mort­
gage were unknown, and praying said 
Court to decree a discharge of said lands 
from said mortgage. Now you and each 
of you are required to be and appear in 
the said Court of Common Pleas a t the 
Court House at Norristown on Monday, 
the 8th day of March, A. D., 1909, a t 10 a. 
m., to answer this petition and claim 
payment on said mortgage if any claim 
you have. By the Court,
C. J. BUCKLEY, Sheriff.
Henry Freedley and O. L. Evans, at­
torneys for petitioner.




SPRINGERS AND STOCK BULLS.
®
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY, 
FEBRUARY 15, 1909, at Sunny side Stock 
Farm, Trooper, Pa., one carload of fresh 
cows and a few springers; also two stock 
bulls. This load consists of good, straight, 
young cows, and great milk producers, 
and will be sold for the high dollar. 
These cows have been selected with care 
by an experienced buyer and will prove 
profitable to the purchaser. Your patron­
age solicited. Sale a t l p. m. Conditions 
by JOS. T. HALLMAN.
David Kratz, auct. J. J. Hartman, clerk.
TJUBUIC SALE OF
Horses and Cows!
Will be sold at public sale on THURS­
DAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1909, a t Porr’s 
hotel, Limerick, 15 horses and 10 cows 
from Dayton, Virginia. The horses are 
well bred workers, drivers, and general 
purpose horses, and good ones. The cows 
are big milk producers, just the kind 
farmers are always looking for. Sale of 
cows at 1 o’clock, sharp. Sale of horses 
a t 2 o’clock. Conditions by
JONAS FISHER.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
Estate  notice.Estate of. Elizabeth W. Hall, de­ceased. Letter^ testamentary on the,above 
estate having been granted to the under­
signed, all persons indebted to the said 
estate are requested to make payment, and 
those having claims to present the same 
without delay, to
ROBERT N. KEELY,
The Art Club, Philadelphia. 
Or to his attorney, William E. Caveny, 
1201 Chestnut St., Phila.
Estate  notice.Estate of William Force, late of Lower Providence township, Montgomery 
county, deceased. Letters testamentary 
on the above estate having been granted 
the undersigned, all persons indebted to 
said estate are requested to make immedi­
ate payment, and those having legal 
claims against the same to present them 
without delay to
BENJAMIN WARREN FORCE,
Providenoe Square, Pa. 
JOHN S. SMITH, Eagleville, Pa.
Executors.
Or their attorney, E. F, Slough, Norris­
town, Pa, 1-7.
R 1EPORTO F  T H E  C O N D IT IO N  O F  T H E  O O L L K G E - 
V IL L E  N A T IO N A L  B A N K , A T  O O L L E G S V IL L B , IN  
T H E  S T A T E  O F  P E N N S Y L V A N IA , A T  T H E  C LO SE 
O F  B U S IN E S S , F E B R U A R Y  5 , 1 9 0 9 .
RESO U R C ES.
Eoaos and discounts............................. $107,155 89
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured__  188 83
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation........  25,000 00
Premiums on U . S . Bonds.....................  760 00
Bonds, securities, etc............................  77,399 25
Banking house, furniture, and fixtures 8,697 54
Due from approved reserve agents....... 14,233 62
Checks and other cash item s.................
Notes of other National B a n k s ............
Fractional paper currency, nickele,
and cents............. ..................%..........
Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, via:
Specie ..................................$9,562 00
Legal-tender notes.............  270 00— 9,822 00
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer




Dooument of Especial Interest.
General George B. Cadwallader 
of SuDbury, Pa., has just found a 
document which is of extraordinary 
interest now on account of the ap­
proach of tbe: one hundredth anni 
versary of Abraham Lincoln’s birth. 
It is a commission as quartermaster 
of volunteers, with the rank Of cap­
tain, iD the Union army during the 
civil war. The appointment dates 
from July 8,1863, and the signature 
of Lincoln was attached on March 1, 
1864. The document is of parch­
ment and is very well preserved. 
The words “Abraham Lincoln” 
stand out plainly in black ink, and 
the signature is characteristic of 
the man. At . another corner of 
the commission is the signature of 
E. M. Stanton, the famous Secretary 
of War during the Rebellion.
T o t a l ................................   R H , i n  $0
LIA B ILITIES.
Capital stock paid In .................................. $50,000 00
Snrplns fund...................    8,000 00
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid ...........................................  2,706 43
National Bank notes outstanding........ 25,000 00
Dne to other National B an k s...................  740 81
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
Banks ................ ->..........................- 543 48
Individual deposits subject to cheek__81,111 83
Savings Deposits....................... v...........  76,804 17
Demand certificates of deposit..................  4,172 42
Cashier’s cheeks outstanding....................  530 38
T o ta l....................................................$248,617 30
State of Pennsylvania, County j . 
of Montgomery, J
I, W. D. Bennlnger, Cashier of the above 
named bank, do solemnly swear th a t the above 
statement is true to the best of my knowledge 
and belief. W. D. KENN1NGEE, Cashier. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 10th 
day of February, 1909.
GEORGE Z. VA NDERSLE'E,
Notary Public
My commission expires January 5,1913.
Correct—A tte s t:
M. B. LINDERMAN,
J . U. FRANCIS, JR .,
M. B BENNER,
Directors.
Commenced business February 14, 1907.
CARPET AND RUG WEAVING.I have installed an automatic fly 
shuttle carpet loom and am prepared to 
do all kinds of carpet and rug weaving in 
a first-class and satisfactory manner at 
reasonable prices. Orders received daring 
January will be filled a t a specially low 
price. FRED. J. EBERT,
l-14.2m. Pinetown, near Oaks Station.
Notice.To Anna Maria Shantz, widow, and John Shantz, Charles Shantz, Mary 
Shantz, Catherine Shantz, Elizabeth Stel­
ler children of John Shantz and to the 
children of Elizabeth Stetler.
Take notice that on February 2, 1909, 
William G. Taylor filed his petition in the 
Orphans’ Court of Montgomery County, 
alleging that he was the owner of a cer­
tain messuage and tra<jf of 13 acres and 
116 perebss of land, situate in the town­
ship of Upper Providence in said county, 
on the Perkiomen and Reading turnpike 
and on the road from Trappe to the river 
Schuylkill and adjoining lands of A. S. 
Pennypacker, Jesse Peterman and lands 
late of Jacob Fry, now of Gilbert. That 
a part of said lands are included in a cer­
tain residence plantation which John 
Shantz by his will duly proved June 8, 
1832, and recorded in the Register of Wills 
office in Will Book No. 7, page 132, di­
rected bis executor Jacob Fry to sell and 
charged thereon the share of his widow, 
the said Anna Maria Shantz. The interest 
to be paid to her during life and the prin­
cipal at her death.
To his five children, the said John, 
Charles, Mary and Catherine Shantz and 
Elizabeth Stetler and also the share of 
said Elizabeth, the interest to be paid to 
her for life and the principal at her death.
To her children which said Charles by 
the Deed of said Jacob Fry as Executor to 
Samuel Royer filed April 4, 1833, and re­
corded in Deed Book No. 167, page 186, 
and were liquidated the first in favor of 
said Anna Maria Shantz a t $1331.82, and 
the second in favor of said Elizabeth Stet­
ler a t $532.72. That the payment on ac­
count of principal or interest on account 
of said charges or either of them has been 
made for more than twenty-one years last 
past and that the persons interested in 
said charges were unknown and praying 
said Court to decree that said lands be 
discharged from said charges.
Now you and each of you are required 
to be and appear in the said Court a t the 
Court House a t Norristown on the 8th 
day of March, A. D., 1909, a t 10 a. m., to 
answer said petition and claim payment 
of said charges or either of them if any 
claim you have. By the Court,
C. J. BUCKLEY, Sheriff. 
Henry Freedley and O. L. Evans, a t­
torneys for petitioner.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa„ Febru-. 
4,. 1909.
E state  notice.Estate of Elizabeth H. Asbenfelter, late of Upper Providence township, Mont­
gomery county, deceased. Notice is here­
by given that letters testamentary upon 
the above estate have been granted to the 
undersigned. All persons indebted to said 
estate are requested to ma*te immediate 
payment, and those having legal claims 
against the same will present them with­
out delay in proper order for settlement 
to HORACE ASHENFELTER,
Administrator,
Royersford R. F. D. 
Or his attorneys, E. L. Hallman and Thos. 




Will be sold a t public sale on SATUR­
DAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1909, a t Perki­
omen Bridge Hotel, 20 head of good 
horses, ranging from 5 to 10 years old. 
Among this lot are some nice, smooth 
horses of fine shapes, good colors and 
plenty of action. A pacer that can beat 
most anybody’s horse down the road, and 
a six-year-old trotter, bred by Voucher, 
can step very fast, and is thoroughly 
broke. He is 15-3 hands high, and beauti­
ful in color. The balance are iarm chunks, 
drivers and general purpose horses. Also 
a pair of good working mules. Gentle­
men, you cannot afford to miss this sale. 
We mean to sell every horse before he 
leaves the auction ring for the high dollar. 
Sale, rain or shine, a t-1 p m. Conditions 
by IRVIN MILLER.
L. H. Ingram, auct. H. H. Robison, clerk.
pUBliU: SALE OF
Personal Property!
Will he sold at public sale on THURS­
DAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1909, at the resi­
dence of the undersigned, near Oaks, Up­
per Providence township, the following 
personal property : 5 horses, two mules. 
f  The horses are good workers and 
drivers, jOne of the horses is a 
fine bay, 5 years old, Virginia 
bred, and a horse of very excellent 
qualities; a good stepper and gentleL 22 
cows, milkers and springers; flnej 
stock bull. 50 chickens, lot ofj 
guineas, 2 turkeys, 5 China geese, 
Wyandotte hens, very fine. Two farm 
wagons—one 3-ineh tread, the other a 
2-inch tread < express wagon, 2-seated 
family carriage, road cart, milk sleigh, 
horse power and thresher, mowing ma­
chine, fodder cutter, 3 plows, 2 spring- 
tooth harrows, nearly new; 2 two-horse 
cultivators, smoothing harrow, used one 1 
season; horse rake, corn shelter, manure 
spreader, almost new; grain drill, grass 
sower, circular saw, forks, shovels, chains, 
cart, harness in variety; large meat re­
frigerator, a good one; 2 large copper ket­
tles, 20 milk cans, milk cooler, large wood 
stove, grindstone, wheelbarrow, % barrel 
black paint, 6 gallons light-yellow house 
paint, ice tongs, ropes, pulleys, incubator, 
drinking fountain, tin feed pans, tools, 
&c. Also large lot of corn in the ear, 
seven-room hot air heater and pipe, lot of 
household goods and other articles not 
here enumerated. Sale at 12.30 o’clock, 
sharp. Conditions: 90 days’ credit on 
sums of $15 and exceeding that amount, 
under $15, cash. „  .M. I. DAVIS.
L. H. Ingram, auct.
IOR RENT.
House and garden; also stable room, 
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Notice .In the Court of Common Pleas o, Montgomery County, on January 18, 1909 
was presented to said Court the Petition 
of Clara Schlicher, setting forth that in a 
deed by Jacob Hubler and wife to Abra 
ham Longaker, dated November 24, 1818 
recorded in D, B. No. 37, page 185, con­
veying a tract of 5 acres of land in Lim­
erick Township, there was a charge of 
$100 as dower to M. Miller, widow of 
Henry Longaker, the interest to be paid to 
her annually and at her death the princi­
pal agreeably to the laws of the Common­
wealth in such case provided, and that in 
a deed by Frederick Hubler to Jacob 
Hubler, his son, dated October 24, 1821, 
recorded in D. B. No. 38, page 347, con­
veying 26 acres of land in Limerick Town­
ship, subject to the payment of $75 to 
Frederick Hurley’s two heirs, John and 
Barbara, three months after the decease 
of Frederick Hubler.
That the Petitioner Is the owner of said 
premises, and that more than twenty-one 
vears have elapsed since the respective 
deaths of the widow of Henry Longaker 
and of Frederick Hubler, whereby the 
principal sums became payable, and the 
presumption of payment has long since 
arisen, and said charges have not been 
adequately released of record, and that 
for more than twenty-one years, no de­
mand or payment has been made on ac­
count of said charges. See Petition and 
record of deeds for full facts.
Notice is hereby given to M. Miller, 
widow of Henry Longaker and her per­
sonal representatives and_ to the heirs of 
Henry Longaker, and their legal repre­
sentatives, and to John and Barbara 
Hubler, and their heirs and legal repre­
sentatives, and to all other persons inter­
ested, to appear in said Court on Mon­
day, March 1st, 1909, a t 10 o’clock a. m., 
and answer the petition and show cause 
why a decree of satisfaction should not be 
made.
CHAUNCEY J. BUCKLEY, Sheriff. 
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., January 
20,1909.
Evans & Dettra, Attorneys for Petitioner. 
1-28-41.
m w o  RAYS’ PUBUIC SALE OF
Personal Property!
Will be sold at public sale on THURS­
DAY and SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 25 
and 27, 1909, on the premises of the late 
William Keel, deceased, a t Providence 
Square, Lower Providenoe township, the 
following personal property of said de­
cedent, as follows:
ON THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25:— 
All the tools and other equipments in full 
of a wheelwright shop, and farming im­
plements, hay, corn, chickens, &c. r
ON SATURDAY,, FEBRUAHY 27:— 
A large variety of household goods, beds 
and bedding, and kitchen utensils, includ­
ing two ancient corner cupboards, and 
two'very old bureaus.
Sale to commence at 1 o’clock, each day. 
Conditions by
ASENATH S. KEEL, Executrix.
L. H. Ingram, auct. John Smith, olerk.
F ir e  tax  notice.The members of the Perkiomen Val­ley Mutual Fire Insurance Company of 
Montgomery County are hereby notified 
that an assessment was levied on January 
2, 1909, of $1.50 on each one thousand dol­
lars for which they are insured to pay 
losses sustained. Payments will be made 
to the collector or to the Secretary at his 
office in Collegeville.
Fxtract from the Charter: If any mem­
ber of the Company shall refuse or neglect 
to pay his or her assessment within 40 
days after the publication of the same, 20 
per cent, of the assessment will be added 
thereto ; and if payment be delayed for 50 
days longer, then his, her or their policy 
shall have become suspended until pay­
ment shall have been made.
The 40 days’ time for the payment of 
said tax will date from January 26, 1909. 
1-21. A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
For  saUe.One express sleigh and a round-back
JACOB L. m i:
cheap.
LLER, Trappe, Pa.
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When Dick Waring suddenly mar­
ried pretty Linda Mills, to whom he 
had Just become engaged, Dncle Hen­
ry Waring danced wrathfully on the 
hearth rug and tittered direful predic­
tions.
“I don’t  blame you for wanting to 
marry Linda,” he said angrily, “but 
you should have waited another year 
before taking a wife and setting up 
housekeeping. To my certain knowl­
edge, Dick, you haven’t  got $500 out­
side of your salary, and”—
“I have my two hands,” interrupted 
Dick, with a dramatic gesture, “and I 
assure you. Uncle Henry, my wife 
shall not suffer.”
“Folderol!’ snorted Uncle Henry. 
“Your wife has two hands also, and 
I ’ll warrant she finds a use for them 
In a thousand ways you never thought 
of. Why, if you were to meet with 
an accident or have a long illness 
what would you do?”
“I would go to work then, Mr. War­
ing,” said Linda, with spirit 
“We will manage very nicely, Un­
cle Henry,” said Dick haughtily. “I 
am sorry you feel angry about it 
but, as I have explained to you, after 
Linda’s aunt died she was practically 
homeless, and I persuaded her to mar­
ry me at once. It’s my fault.”
“That doesn’t  better the matter, you 
young idiot!” retorted the choleric old 
gentleman. “Linda could support her­
self by her music for a year or two 
till you could earn enough' to support 
a wife. As it is, you will suffer pov­
erty and deprivation and be sick of 
each other before a year rolls round!” 
Having delivered himself of this 
sentiment, Mr. Waring glared angrily 
a t his adopted son, and Dick, inherit­
ing the same family characteristic to 
a degree, glared back at him.
Then, tucking his little wife’s hand 
In his arm, he left the commodious
“SO HEBE YOU ABE,” SAID UNCLE HENRY.
and comfortable abode of his boyhood 
and sought a home of his own.
Uncle Henry, left alone, polished his 
eyeglasses vigorously and looked up 
at the picture of Dick’s father which 
hung above the chimneypiece.
"I’vie done the best I could for him, 
Jimmy,” he murmured huskily. “He’ll 
have to paddle his own canoe now.” 
The next day he wrote to Dick and 
offered the two young people a home 
with him. Linda could assume charge 
of the household, and Dick might take 
his old place as the favored son.
Dick made no reply for a week, and 
then he merely scribbled a few lines 
to- say that they had furnished a little 
bouse at 5 Clement street, where they 
hoped Uncle Henry would come and 
see them.
But Uncle Henry did not go.
• * • * * • *
A year later Linda Waring was put­
ting the final touches to her dinner 
table. It was Thanksgiving day. and 
Dick was home for the holiday. She 
could see his dark head bent over a 
book in the next room.
Presently Linda crept in and sat 
down on the floor beside his chair. 
“What is the matter, Dicky?” she 
asked softly. “Something is bothering 
you.”
“It’s Uncle Henry,” confessed Dick 
frankly. “I have felt beastly mean for 
the last twelve months since we have 
been estranged. He has been like a 
father to me, and—well. I’m ashamed 
of myself.” He reddened under her 
loving gaze.
“Why didn’t you say something be­
fore, dear?” asked Linda after a little 
pause. “You know I spoke to you 
about asking Uncle Henry to spend 
last Christmas with us, but you said 
he would not come, so I gave It up.”
“I was a fool, Linda,” said Dick 
forcibly. “Time and again I’ve felt 
that I must be friends with him once 
more, and after the bank closed I 
would take a walk, intending to stop 
in and see him, but the minute I got 
within sight of the house all this 
cursed Waring obstinacy would rise 
up and send me past the house like a 
■hot”
“I f  that is the case,” said Linda.
arising and bending over him, “I shall 
put on my things and run around and 
drag Uncle Henry here by main force. 
I have laid a plate for him and”—
“It is our place to go to him, Linda,” 
said Dick soberly. “Let us go to­
gether.”
“But my lovely dinner!” protested 
Linda, with a wistful glance toward 
the kitchen.
“Let us take it with us. ! want Un­
cle Henry to taste your p t :i pies,” 
replied her husband. J<> - , to his
feet
In half an hour the toothsome din­
ner was snugly packed in two baskets, 
and the Warings turned their backs on 
5 Clement street and boarded a trolley 
car.
When they reached the Waring man­
sion Dick ran up the steps like a boy 
and pressed the bell button.
After a long wait the door opened, 
and the displeased countenance of 
Mary Michens, the cook, was thrust 
forth.
“Good evening, Mrs. Michens,” said 
Dick pleasantly. “Is my Uncle Henry 
at home?”
“He is not!” replied Mrs. Michens 
sourly. “Queer doings I call it when 
a lady has cooked as fine a Thanks­
giving dinner as ever I see for him to 
set before it a minute and then jump 
up and order it all to be packed in 
baskets! And him and William has 
went away with it and me a-promislng. 
my sister she should have a taste of 
that turkey and all!”
Dick hesitated. “Perhaps he has 
gone to see us,” he said in a low tone 
to Linda. “In that case he will be 
back before long. Let us wait for 
him.”
Within an hour Mr. Henry Waring 
entered his house, very dejected and 
slightly irritable. “Take the baskets 
away, William. You and Mary Mich­
ens can divide the contents between 
you. Take your evening off, both of 
you. I wish to be alone!”
Whereupon Uncle Henry flung open 
the library door and stumbled upon 
his nephew and Linda sitting before 
the cozy fire.
“So here you are!” said Uncle Hen­
ry, blowing his nose violently. “Just 
been around to your place—nobody 
home.”
Somehow—no one could explain 
afterward—Uncle Henry found him­
self sitting on the couch with an arm 
around each one.
“You were right about some things. 
Uncle Henry,” said Dick humbly. “I 
can see that If I had waited a year 
Linda would not have had to work so 
hard. Most of the burden, of econo­
mizing has fallen to her share. Show 
him your hands, Linda!”
“Won’t!” said Linda saucily. “But 
we managed to get along somehow. 
Uncle Henry. It took lots of love, but 
we were well provided with that com­
modity. And now we have brought 
our dinner! Shall we eat it together?” 
“By all means,” said Uncle Henry 
briskly. “The servants are all away, 
and we can have the place to our­
selves.”
“If you like. Uncle Henry, Linda and 
I  will break up and come and live 
with you,” said Dick slowly. “You 
are sure you won’t mind having a wo­
man In your bachelor paradise?”
Uncle Henry looked from Linda’s 
sweet face to Dick’s—stronger and 
more manly and with a deep content 
in his eyes.
“Folderol!” said Uncle Henry, with 
vehemence.
His Vocabulary.
He was an only child. They were 
very particular about his manner of 
speech, constantly correcting him so 
that he would use beautiful English. 
He, however, was allowed now and 
then to associate with other children. 
He played with a neighbor boy a long 
while one day, and when he came 
home there was an ecstatic smile on 
his face.
“I like that boy, mother,” he said. 
“I like him very much. He swears
beautifully. He knows every Word.”_
New York Press.
Getting In Deeper.
“Who is that singing so dreadfully 
out of tune?”
“I t is my wife.”
“Perhaps the accompanist plays out 
of tune.”
“She is accompanying herself.” — 
Meggendorfer Blatter.
One Recompense.
“That sheet iron clothing a chap had 
to wear during the middle ages must 
have been far from comfortable."
“Still, a fellow could have a perma­
nent crease put In his trousers.”—Lou­
isville Courier-Journal.
Not a Bark.
“Then you don’t have any dog­
watch on this craft?” inquired the 
anxious passenger, according. to a 
writer in Life.
“No. This is a catboat.”
MEAT IN AFRICA.
Makes Brave Men Cowards.
It has been proved that the compara­
tively harmless bombarding, so far as 
wounds are concerned, of a besieged 
town is terribly demoralizing to the 
bravest men. When a shell bursts near 
a group of twenty men it may kill one 
and wound two, while the remaining 
seventeen escape without a scratch. It 
will be found, however, that many of 
these are never the same men again. 
No matter how iron nerved they were 
before they are now Irresolute and 
timid, and all their faculties are weak­
ened. Very often they are jeered a t by 
their comrades because of this change, 
but this is utterly unjust. In fact, their 
brain and spinal cord have been in­
jured by being violently shaken against 
the walls of their bony cavities. The 
same thing occurs in railway colli­
sions. People who were robust become 
quite feeble and nervous, though they 
may not have received a scratch. This 
curious state in the case of soldiers is 
well recognized by doctors under the 
name of the mental Injuries of explo­
sives. The injuries are really quite as 
physical as a shattered leg, for they 
consist of a kind of bruising of the 
very delicate tissue of the spinal cord 
and brain.
A Roman Fortune Teller.
A fortune teller of a lower order 
who lives in a dirty and obscure 
house is constantly applied to by jeal­
ous lovers. A girl who has a hated' 
rival sends the latter under the veil of 
friendship to consult the fortune teller, 
who is prepared beforehand to fright­
en her from her pursuit of the man 
she loves. While the hag mixes the 
cards and the girl watches three 
knocks are heard at the door.
“That is a bad sign,” says the 
witch. “It means that you are not be­
loved.” v
The fortune teller continues to lay 
the cards several times, but always 
with a bad result. The girl is told that 
the man she loves has no Intention of 
marrying her and is advised to have 
recourse to all sorts of magic, for 
which she pays a considerable sum. 
The rival who has sent her also pays 
the witch, who thus earns a double 
fee. The objects sold by the witch as 
charms are many and various. One is 
a bit of rag, another is a purse con­
taining salt, a bit of hay, some barley 
and some nails. These charms are said 
to lose their power after a month or 
two. when they must be replaced.— 
Chambers’ Journal.
W hen the Butcher Murders a Bull thi 
People Get Beer.
Travelers in Africa find the standard 
of living somewhat different from 
what they are accustomed to a t home. 
Mary Hall in her book, “A Woman’s 
Trek From the Cape to Cairo,” throws 
a strong light upon the condition of 
market and kitchen in British Central 
Africa:
When the native butcher proposes to 
kill an ox, notice to that effect is sent 
round to the white people on the pre­
vious day. Once they were apprised 
of the fact by the following startling 
announcement: “A bule will be mur­
dered tomorrow morning at 6 a. m.” 
This cold blooded crime, so carefully 
premeditated, even to the exact hour, 
was, however, not committed, as the 
next morning a second notice was is­
sued as follows: “The bule ran away 
this morning, so was not murdered.” 
But this was an exceptional case. ;
I heard one story which is so char­
acteristic of the native that I repeat it. 
The man who related it told me that 
the incident occurred when he was on 
a Journey and was suffering from a 
bad attack of fever. One evening he 
fancied he would like some eggs and 
told his boy to get two and boil them 
lightly.
After a time they were brought to 
him as hard as bullets. He told the 
boy he must get some more and boil 
them less; but, alas, these were brought 
to him in the same condition, and the 
poor fellow wished he had never or­
dered them at all.
Being unwilling to give in, he made 
another attempt and told bis boy, 
“Come to me when the water boils.” 
The boy did so.
“Now," said his master, “put the 
eggs in, and when you have counted 
fifty take them out.”
The native method of reckoning is to 
count ,up to ten and then begin again, 
arriving at the total by the number of 
the tens counted. The sick man heard 
the boy start fair and get as far as 
four tens, when a second boy inter­
fered and questioned whether it were 
the third or fourth ten.
This started a discussion, a n d . as 
they could not agree it was decided 
to begin all over again. Meanwhile 
the eggs were still boiling and getting 
harder and harder. This was about 
the last straw, and, ill as the man 
fe lt he was compelled to get out of 
bed and put a summary end to the 
cooking operations.
SOME SURE THINGS.
Do Not Bet on Your Ability to Per­
form These Feats.
Bets to be avoided by those who are 
cocksure they can do all things are 
those relating to athletic feats. It 
would seem that a good runner could 
easily give a start of fifty yards in a 
hundred to a man who was doing the 
fifty yards by hopping on one leg. But 
few runners, if any, can afford to give 
that amount of start to any man who 
is at all strong on his legs. For the 
first five yards or so they go at prac­
tically the same pace, so that to run 
Hinety-flve yards while his opponent 
is hopping forty-five he has to go more 
than twice as fast, and it is a weak 
man indeed who cannot bop fifty 
yards in ten seconds.
An ordinary wooden match is easily 
broken in the fingers, but, although 
there are many who will bet they can 
do it, none succeed in accomplishing 
the task if the match is laid across the 
nail of the middle finger of either hand 
and pressed upon by the first and third 
fingers of that hand, despite its seem­
ing so easy at first sight.
No one can crush an egg placed 
lengthwise between his clasped hands 
—that is, if the egg be sound and has 
the ordinary shell of a hen’s egg.
I t is safe to bet a man that he can­
not get out of a chair without bending 
his body forward or putting bis feet 
under it if he is sitting on it, not at 
the edge of i t
Another equally certain wager is 
that a man cannot stand at the side 
of a room with both of his feet touch­
ing the wainscoting lengthwise.
It is safe to bet any man, save one 
who is blind, that he cannot stand 
for five minutes without moving if he 
is blindfolded.
The Noble Horse
He deserves a warm and 
strong 5A Blanket- It 
will protect him from the bit­
ter cold, give him comfort, 
keei him healthy.
5 A blankets have a world­
wide reputation for strength 
and length of wear.
Buy a 5A Bias Girth for the Stable^ I 
Buy a 5A Square for the Street.
------- We Sell Them —----- 1
Thetf.IL Benjamin Co.
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE, 
PAINT8, TOOLS, AND 
MILL SUPPLIES
N o . 2 0 5  Bridge St.,
P H I E S I X  V IL L E , P A .
Both ’Phones. J. P. 8TETLER, Manager.
O VER  $44,000
was added by this company to sayings 
depositors accounts in 1908.
Don’t forget
that this institution compounds its in­
terest yearly on all savings accounts 
and
Resides
allows 3 per cent, interest every day 
the money is on deposit.
tforristown Trust Co.
DeKalb and Main Sts.
MID - WINTER
Insure Your Horses
against loss by death from disease or acci 
dentinthe L O W E R  PROVI DENC1 
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO. 
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss 
occurs.
L Z. REINER, President.
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
WM. H BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon. 
A p p ra is e r s :
THEO. DETWILER, Eagleville: H. H 
R0BI8ON, Collegevtlle; W. E. BEAN 
Trooper; JAMES A. MORGAN, 61 East 
Penn St., Norristown.
Bright Pupils.
“You have two very bright pupils. 
Miss Winsome,” remarked Mr. Sweet­
ly to the schoolma’am.
“Which ones do you mean, Mr. 
Sweetly?”
“Why, those in your eyes, to be 
sure.”—Pathfinder.
A Righteous Judge.
One Sunday morning a minister’s 
wife saw her son chasing the hens 
with a stick. She went to the door to 
investigate and heard him say, “I’ll 
teach you to lay eggs in a minister’s 
family on Sunday morning!”—Deline­
ator.
The Growlers.
Stage Manager—I wish we could work 
In a few more realistic touches in 
this woodland scene. Now, how would 
It be to hare some one growl like a 
bear? Author—'The very thing! We’ll 
call In the critics.—Kansas City Inde 
pendent
Apfelsine.
Messina furnished early In the nine­
teenth century a new word for the 
German language. It was from there 
that oranges were first shipped to 
Germany, and the fruit was known 
for a long time after Its advent as 
“apfel aus Messina”—apple from Mes­
sina. After many years “apfel aus 
Messina” degenerated Into “apfel Mes­
sina,” and finally I t  became “apfel 
sine,” the name by which oranges are 
still known among German speaking 
people.
Quite Sufficient.
Mrs. Jones (inspecting a milliner's 
window)—I don’t  see what it is that 
keeps those women’s heads turning 
around all the time. Mr. Jones—Why, 
my dear, just a bonnet 'Itself Is suffi­
cient to turn any woman’s bead.—Lip- 
Dhicott’s Magazine.
WAYS OF THE ARABS.
Dodging the Evil Eye and Tests of 
Filial Piety.
Very curious to the occidental mind 
are some of the ways of Arabia and 
other Mohammedan countries. A trav­
eler says: “One of the objects of the 
most anxious solicitude for Moham­
medan parents Is the shielding of their 
children from the evil eye. Any person 
expressing admiration for a child ex­
cept by pious ejaculation or the Invo­
cation of blessings upon the prophet 
fills the heart of the parent with ap­
prehension. When children are to be 
taken Into the street their faces are 
often even smeared with mud or 
greasy substances lest their comeliness 
should attract attention, and in order 
that the person of the child itself 
should escape attention gaudy and glit­
tering ornaments are hung about It 
and written charms sewed into leather 
medallions suspended from Its neck.
“One of the best of Arab character­
istics is that of filial piety. Sons and 
daughters of deceased parents take 
upon themselves all sort? of Irksome 
tflasks accounted as expiatory of the 
minor faults committed by the depart­
ed ones during their lifetime and dis­
charging faithfully every payment or 
obligation left unfulfilled by dead par­
ents, for has not the prophet said that 
martyrdom even will not atone for an 
unpaid debt?
“Eloquence is accounted the greatest 
of all possible gifts. According to 
Arab tradition, the most superlative 
degree of eloquence was attained by 
King David, such being the beauty of 
his diction, added to the poetry of his 
words, that when he declaimed the 
Psalms even birds and wild beasts 
were spellbound, while on some occa­
sions as many as 400 men died from 
the excess of delight Induced by his 
reading.”—Chicago News.
S H O E  S A L E
To Close Out Winter Goods.
MEN’S OIL TAN SHOES, sewed, $2.00 
ones, $1.68.
HIGH TOP BUSSET, $3.00 ones now
$2.50. Men’s GUN METAL, all solid,
$ 1.68.
WOMEN’S Crocheted Slippers, 75c., now 
50 oents.
WOMEN’S Kid Shoes, $1.50; Gun Metal, 
$1.65, $2.00.
H. L. M Y C E ,
Main S t , Norristown, Pa.
Need not be 
connected to  
Waterworks
The same water is used over 
and over again to operate
Hot Water and 
Steam Systems
Only a few gallons need to 









T R A P P E ,  3 P A . .
COTTON AND WOOL FLANNELS, Out­
ing Flannel and Flannelettes in plain 
and fancy colors.
UNDERWEAR, the warm kind, for 
Ladies, Gents and Children.
BED BLANKETS and COMFORT­
ABLES.
FUR MUFF SETS and COLLARETTES, 
real, genuine far.
FOR THE MEN AND BOYS: Heavy 
Gloves, Sweaters, Caps, Corduroy 
Pantaloons, Felt Boots, Snag-Prooi 
Rubber Boots, Freed Bros, line of 
Shoes, the kind that wear and give 
satisfaction.
HORSE BLANKETS for stable and 
street use.
PLUSH LAP ROBES, a large assortment. 
OIL CLOTH and LINOLEUS, Bissell 
Carpet Sweepers.
GROCERIES.
FRESH B. W. FLOUR, Corn Meal, Mince 
Meat. All kinds of Canned and Dried 
Fruits.
GIVE US A CALL. Bell ’phone.
O N E  O F  T H E  V E R Y  
B E S T  B O I L E R S  O N  
T H E  M A R K E T .
The undersigned will furnish and erect 
ID E A L  B O I L E R S  and gnaranteo satis­
faction. Will also furnish and erect the 
F R E E D  B O I L E R S  — excellent steam 
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact­
ured by the Steam Fitters' Heater Company 
of CollegevUle. , Windmills furnished and 
erected, Hand Pnmps supplied and placed, 
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb­
ing done at reasonable prlcee.
J .  H . B O LT O N ,
4-4. C O L L E G E V IL L E , F A .
**8
l
I  YOU WILL
I I
E. G. Brownback, Trappe.
FRANK W. SHALKOP,
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)
Undertaker -  Embalmer
TRAPPE. PA
I will have the assistance of Daniel 8huler, 
an undertaker of many years’ experience, 
and shall spare no eflort to meet the fullest 
expectations of those who will entrust rue to 
serve them.
Will meet trains at all Stations, 
ders received by telephone or telegraph
Or
-85
We promptly obtain U. B. and Foreign
I f e W K I H
Send model, sketch or p> oto cl invention for$ 
freereport on patentability. For free book 1
TRADE-MARKS
I
Howto Secure Patents and
Opposite U. S. Patent Office < 
W ASHINGTON D. C.
HAKE NO 
MISTAKE
In making jour purchases at 
FENTON’S STORE. Years of M  
experience enables the proprietor 
to know just .what to buy, how 
to buy, and how to sell the thou- 
sand and more articles kept In ^  
stock in a thoroughly equipped 
general store. ^
In DRY GOODS, GROCER- # §  
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED | |  
GOODS, or In any department of ’££. 
the big store on the corner you qM? 
will find wbat you want at the j£ft. 
right price.
Ready-made Pantaloons and 
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s 
Boots and Shoes are among the 
specialties.














E s ta b lis h e d  • 1875.
Choice Bread
ANDC a k e s
IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection­
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water 






I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and 
(1.00 for Dead Cows.
’Phone—Bell, U-L.
Geo. TXT. Schw eiker,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, FA.
/  5 KT YOCK P o s te r s  P r in te d  »« 
~r  t h e  I n d e p e n d e n t  «MHo r
SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY 5
CLAMER’S GRIST MILL,
Collegeville, Penna.,
no the BEST CHOPPING and is the BEST PLACE to get the BEST PEED, such as 
Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats 
Feed for plenty of milk, etc., etc.,
AT TH E LO W EST CASH PRICE.
Our excellent equipment and obliging employes enable us to supply your needs 
BETTER and QUICKER than any .other mill.
Give us a call and we will supply your wants a t short notice. .
F . J. CLAMER.
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.
“It’s JustLike This!”
When you have occasion to introduce 
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your 
home heated with steam or hot water, you 
want only the most skillful mechanics to 
plan and execute the work.
“ It’s Just Like This!”
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating 
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under 
proper conditions they last for generations.
“ It’s Just Like T his!”
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style 
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water 
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good 
material and workmanship.
“ It’s Just Like This!”
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send 
us your orders. W e will not keep you waiting, nor will we put 
you to any avoidable inconvenience.
GEO. F. CLAMER,
I - I 2 . COJLLEGEVILLE, PA,
HOLD ON THERE!
Be caretul not to place your orders for 
Building or other Lumber until we have had 
a chance to estimate on your wants. We 
are certain to give ybu entire satisfaction 
as to the Lumber itself and Its delivery. 
We may save you a dollar or two. also.









I am fully equipped at my New 
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third 
mile South of Perkiomen Bridge, 
to serve my old patrons and in­
vite new onet to give me a trial. 
All work guaranteed. 
Carriages and Business 
Wagons Built to Order 
at Right Prices.
Now ready for Spring Painting 
and Varnishing. Rubber T rlng 
done In the shop. Horseshoeing 






Railroad House, Collegeville, Pa.
G6od teams furnished promptly at rea‘ 
sonable prices. Moving and heavy haul­
ing done.
HEM YOST JR, laiapr.
G-ranite W o rk s.
H. S. BRANDT, ►« Proprietor,
Walnut Street and Seventh 
Ave., Royersford, Pa.
FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.
the best harness
MADE TO ORDER.
-Jo n  stock of harness supplies, saddles, 
“ *“***» boots, blankets for summer and 
2*®ter» stable brooms, 'bombs, brashes, &c. 
REPAIRING OF HARNE88 a specialty.
Also choice grade cigars. Special atten- 
“on to box trade.
w. E JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
N o r r i s t o w n  h e r a l db o o k  BINDERY. Binding, 
Job Ruling, Periorating, Paging, Number- 
Blank Books for Banks and Business 
ouses, given special attention. Magazines 
AT/* , repairing done quickly and 
Addres' ®8*'*mat*8 cheerfully furnished.
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When in Norristown, Pa..
STOP AT THE
R A M B O  H O U S E ,
(Opposite Court House).
---- oOo----
jgjg?“  First-class Accommodations for Man 
and Beast.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable 
Both English and German spoken.






D esig ns  
C opyrights A c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may quickly ascertain onr opinion free whether an invention is probably patentable. Communica­tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for seonringpatents.Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive 
. 9pedal notice, without charge, in the
Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir­
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, 93 a  
year $ four months, 9L Sold by all newsdealers.
WIUNN & Co. SBIBrssdway, New York
Branch Office, 326 F Bt, Washington, IX C.
No more trouble with your 
SOFT HAT losing its shape 
when you get caught in a rain­
storm. C R A V E N E T T E  
HATS are rain and weather­
proof—just like a raincoat. 
They look just like any other 
Soft Hat, but are rendered 
weather-proof by the famous 
cravenetting process and will 
give double the wear an ordin­
ary Soft Hat will.
Men’s Clothes
Reasonably Priced.
Nowhere can you get better 
CLOTHES. You’ll find them, 
we believe, better than you’ve 
been buying. Prices $10, 
$12.50, $15, and upwards to 
$25.
A Girl and 
A Garden.
B y  F ra n K  H. W illiam j. 
Copyrighted, 1908, by Associated 
Literary P r e s s .
“I, could love you,” said the pretty 
neighbor, and then as the man Impet­
uously reached for her she added quick­
ly, “for your garden!”
The man’s face fell.
“Now, I call that downright mean,” 
declared the man vigorously. “You’re 
a nice, pretty neighbor. Here I’ve been 
eourtlng you and making love to you 
for months, and now I find that it’s not 
me, but my garden, that’s made an in- 
presslon. I’ll sell the garden,” he add­
ed roughly.
The pretty neighbor clasped her hands 
In real distress.
“Oh, don’t!” she cried. “You don’t 
really mean that! Think how long It’s 
been in your family! Think how much 
care your mother and your grandmoth­
er and your great-grandmother spent 
on all these dear flowers!”
“Time I was selling It!” growled the 
man. “I’ll get an old factory, a bakery 
or something of that sort here!”
“Oh, oh!” cried the pretty neighbor.
“I mean it!” cried the man. “I’ll 
start right away.”
Wholly distressed, the pretty neigh­
bor, her hands tightly clinched, watch­
ed the man as he went down one of 
the paths toward a gay little summer 
house.
She was standing near a wall, beside 
a little fountain, and all about her the 
garden was a bower of beauty. Vistas 
between the trees radiated from the 
spot where she stood. Birds sang in 
the trees. She could hardly realize that




SPRING 18 COMING—THE TIME FOR
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
HOUSE FURNI8HING8.
The first thing to decide, is :
“Where will I purchase ?”
Before making your choice, it will be to 
your advantage to call and examine stock 
and secure prices at
The C ollepie Furniture Store
Where it is always a pleasure to SHOW 
GOODS. -
A FULL LINE of all grades of
Furniture and Housefurn­
ishing Goods in Stock.
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin­
oleums.
Picture Frames made to order.
‘ Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to 
promptly.
Subscribe for The Independent. 
EIGHT PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAR
FURNISHING
Undertaker -  Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive 
the most careful and painstaking attention.
John  L *  B e ch te l,
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A
’Phonk  No. 18.
ES^The Independent’s eight pages 
contain local aud general news,agri­
cultural notes, short stories and 
interesting miscellaneous reading 
matter. A copy every week for 52 
weeks, $1.00.
“ WHAT ARB YOU GOING TO 
G IR I. ASKED.
D O ?”
the big, hurrying city was just on the 
other side of the wall.
From the summer house she saw the 
man come out. In one hand he car­
ried a big white board. In the other a 
bucket of paint and a brush. When he ' 
reached the pretty neighbor he placed 
the board against the wall and with­
out a word took up the brush.
“What are you going to do?" the girl j 
asked somewhat tremulously.
“Paint,” answered the man laconic- j 
ally.
• With fascinated eyes the girl watch­
ed him as the letters grew under his 
brush. Across the top of the board he 
painted In big brutal letters the words, \ 
“For Sale.”
The pretty neighbor caught her 
breath as the cruel sentence, flaring 
red, stared a t her from the board. Un­
derneath these words the man worked 
Industriously for a little time.
While he worked the girl gazed back 
at the garden with tear dimmed eyes. 
When he had finished the man gave a 
little sigh of satisfaction. The girl 
looked at the sign again and gasped. 
“For Sale,” It read. “This Garden, 
Suitable For a Factory. Apply Within 
to Martin Connor."
“You—you aren’t going to nail that 
sign up, are you?” questioned the girl, 
perilously close to tears:
“Sure!” ejaculated the man.
The man picked up the sign, holding 
It awkwardly to save his clothes from 
paint, and, with the bucket and brush 
in the other hand, again went toward 
the gay little summer house. He whis­
tled as he went, but the girl, who fol­
lowed. with difficulty stifled her sobs.
At the summer house the man de­
posited his painting utensils and se­
cured hammer and nails. Still whis­
tling, he led the way through a se­
cluded little Iron gate to the street.
Once outside, the man carefully nail­
ed the sign to the wall. When the 
work was finished he stepped back a 
bit to admire It. The girl, who had 
watched the proceedings, cried out at 
this.
“You’re perfectly horrid!” she cried. 
“I hate you!”
Then the pretty neighbor, frantically 
dabbing at her eyes with an absurd, lit­
tle handkerchief, ran across the street 
to her own home.
When the pretty neighbor awoke the 
next morning she could not think at 
first what sorrow was near her. Then 
ft came to her in a jump. The garden 
was to be sold! She shuddered as she 
thought of the heartless sign and de­
cided that she would never, never 
took at It again.
A moment later she was at file win­
dow, peering out at the garden wall 
opposite. Her heart gave a little 
bound as the blank face of the wall 
met her gaze. The sign was gone.
It was a very merry pretty neigh­
bor that hailed Martin shortly after.
“Ho,” cried the pretty neighbor, bold­
ly walking through the little iron gate 
Into the garden—“ho, I knew you 
didn’t mean to sell your garden! You 
thought you’d scare me into loving 
you!”
The man, who had been weeding, 
looked up at her. He wore an old 
broad brimmed straw hat that In 
some undeflnable way made him seem 
even more strikingly handsome than 
ever.
. “You’re wrong,” be declared slowly. 
“I t’s sold!”
“What!” cried the pretty neighbor 
in consternation.
“Yes,” replied the man.
“And some one’s going to put up a 
horrid, grimy factory here?” walled 
the pretty neighbor.
“Perhaps,” said the man listlessly'. 
‘T m  glad you came over,” he went j 
on. “I was afraid I'd have to go with- ! 
out saying goodby to you.”
“Goodby?” asked the girl, her face 
a picture of surprise and dismay.
“Yes,” the man went on, “I’m going \ 
away. My train leaves a t noon. You : 
may never see me again.”
“Why—why are you going?” stam- j 
mered the pretty neighbor very woe- | 
fully.
The man looked up at her quickly. I 
“There’s nothing for me to stay here j 
for,” he replied without animation, ■ 
evidently not finding what he hoped , 
In the girl’s face.
“I’m sorry,” said the girl finally.
She extended her hand. In silence 
he shook it. Slowly she went toward 
the gate. When she was almost there 
the man called to her.
‘Tm  a brute,” he declared contritely, 
“for letting you think for a minute 
that I’d ever really let a factory be 
erected here. Since you love the gar­
den so you've a right to know that the 
man who has bought It is your father. 
He will not disturb It for some time— 
not for the present a t least.”
“Oh!” cried the girl. For a moment 
her face was radiant, then suddenly it 1 
went sad again. -  I
“Wouldn’t  you—won’t you come back 
some time and visit my father’s gar- : 
den?” she asked. I
“No, I’ll not come back,” the man re- , 
plied. “It—It would hurt too much. 
Goodby.”
“Goodby,” repeated the girl and 
slowly went through the little iron 
gate, across the street to her home. | 
Several times during the next hour 
she looked at the clock and Involunta­
rily sighed. The morning was going 
very fast, it seemed. Faster and fast­
er the time flew on toward noon. Pres­
ently tt was 10:30, then 10:45 and then 
11 o'clock.
When the morning reached this 
point the pretty neighbor was sudden- , 
ly galvanized Into action.
“Good gracious!” she cried, jumping j 
from the chair where she had been en­
deavoring to read a book. “Good gra­
cious, he may be gone, and I haven’t 
found out where he is going!”
Without more ado the pretty neigh- | 
bor raced out of the house and across 
the street to the little Iron gate. The 
gate was locked! Wildly she tore J  
around the wall to the great front 
gate. Through this she ran up the 
shady, curving path to the big house.
Suddenly, as at high speed she bore 
around a particularly sharp curve, she 
plumped right Into the arms of the 
man. The latter, when he saw that 
It was the pretty neighbor, dropped the 
suit case he had been carrying and 
drew her closely to him.
“Dear, dear sweetheart,” he cried, “I 
simply can’t leave you! I can’t  do it!” 
He hugged her so tightly that she 
fairly gasped for breath. However, the 
pretty neighbor had enough breath left 
to gasp a reply—a very faint reply.
“Don’t go.” she said, burrowing her 
head Into his coat. “Don’t  go. It’s not 
your garden I want. It’s not your gar 
den Pm In love with. I t’s you!”
How East Side London Plays on 
Boxing Day.
ROUGH SPORT IS THE RULE
Jones’ Van Dyck.
People told Jones that his youth was 
against him—he looked too young. If 
he wanted to rise rapidly in his profes­
sion he would have to grow a few hir- 
sutorial decorations.
He started a Van Dyck. His wife 
watched its growth critically. She 
didn’t take to it—said she married a 
young man, not a professor. The whisk­
ers grew and grew, and hubby looked 
more and more like a pirate. Wlfey 
tried to talk him out of them, but he 
Insisted they were an actual necessity 
In his profession.
One morning Jones woke up with his 
chin feeling moist and sticky. He 
rubbed his hand over his face foliage 
and found it wet. Then he opened his 
eyes and saw his wife standing over 
him with a bottle of peroxide in her 
hand. Filled with alarm, he jumped 
out of bed and over to the mirror. Al­
ready the stuff that makes blonds to 
order had done its work. That prime­
val growth was red, yellow and maize, 
e’en as the growing corn. Jones had to 
wipe the dust off his razor and remove 
the chin weeds.
“I suppose you think you’ve done 
something pretty smart,” he observed 
to Mrs. Jones grouchily as he removed 
another bunch. “You’ve ruined my 
profession, that’s what you’ve done.”
“Rather smooth shaven competency,” 
averred his wife sweetly, “than whisk­
ered luxury.”—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
All Cockneyland Flocks to Historic 
Hampstead Heath, Where Hilarity, 
Fast and Furious, Rules From Early 
Morning Till After Midnight.
Boxing day is a great institution in 
England. The day after Christmas is 
Boxing day, so called because in the 
old days it marked the occasion of the 
actual giving of Christmas boxes. Now 
it is a national holiday. Besides being 
the last in the year, It has to suffice 
Londoners, a t all events, until Easter 
Monday. I t’s a great day in Cockney- 
land, and the east end crowds to 
Hampstead heath, the picturesque open 
space in the northwest of London.
Ail roads lead to the heath. Soon 
after daybreak the procession begins. 
Fully loaded traps and donkey barrows 
are the principal items in the vehicular 
traffic, but the majority are bn foot, 
singing and shouting for the holiday.
“ ’Ere yer are. Sir ’Enery,” shouts, a 
woman, pushing a tin squirt filled with 
water into your face. “ ’Ere yer are, 
Sir ’Enery; all the fun of the fair. 
Two a penny. ’Ave a couple, will yer, 
m’lud?”
The London street merchants have 
the habit of giving prospective custom­
ers a title, presumably on the theory 
that a Londoner likes to have you be­
lieve that he is some well known man.
Should you be persuaded Into buying 
“a couple” the chances are a moment 
later you will be face to face with 
’Arriet. She wears a large hat trimmed 
with large feathers of brilliant hue, 
has a hair fringe down over her fore­
head and a bright colored velvet dress. 
Probably several will be in a line, each 
with an arm around the other’s neck 
and a mouth organ In the other hand.
There Is battle in their eyes, and be­
fore you are aware of it a stream of 
water will be running down your face. 
The best thing to do is to retreat, for 
If you should give battle you are sure 
to retire, defeated, with your collar 
like a wet rag and a most uncomforta­
ble feeling of dampness down your 
back. #
Once on the heath the cocoannt 
pitches will first claim your notice.
“ ’Ere yer are, kernel; seven shies a 
tanner. Every one yer knocks dahn 
yer ’ave. They’re all milky. Loidies 
and kids ’ari’ way.”
Then this scene will meet your eye; 
Outside a large tent stands a raised 
platform. On it are half a dozen men 
stripped to the waist with arms fold­
ed across their chests. One of them, 
evidently the proprietor, twists a large 
rattle, which gives forth a most deaf­
ening noise. At last it stops, and he 
begins;
“Loidies and gents, I wants ter hin- 
terduce to yer notice some of t ’ie best 
boxers In the world. Tm at the end is 
Felix Scott of Liverpool. ’E’U fight 
any man In the crahd, and if he don’t  
put Tm aht In three rahnds ’e’ll give 
’im a quid. Nah, then, who’ll ’ave ’em 
on with the champion?”
Some one accepts the Inviting offer, 
and a rush Is made to pay the admis­
sion fee and get into the tent.
A company of traveling actors is as­
sembled on the platform outside the 
next tent, all made up In their war 
paint. The piece to be performed 13 
“Othello.” The price of admission is 
a penny. A reserved seat, an empty 
box, will cost you another penny. And 
the house soon fills.
Outside you will find every form of 
outdoor ’amusement in full swing— 
“Aunt Sallies." swings, roundabouts, 
skipping and donkeys. The latter are 
greatly patronized. Young men and 
maidens, old men and women, all have 
“a pannorth of donkey ride.” A fat 
woman clings to one poor beast’s neck 
shouting:
“Oo’er, I’m sure I’m falling. Don’t 
make ’im go so fast. Ho, look at me 
’at. Lemme get off. I’m sure yer 
Ttting Tm.”
When the dust has cleared away she 
is seen lying in the road panting:
“I know’d yer done It on purpose!” 
At last the Journey home Is begun, 
everybody happy and tired,, yet not too 
tired to link arms, the men wearing 
the girls’ feathered hats and pearl but­
toned coats and ttje girls wearing caps 
and hats and wondrous masculine 
jackets. All are singing different 
songs, but every now and then they 
break forth in unison with popular 
songs of the moment. In the saloons 
they drink beer out of one pewter and 
swear undying love and friendship till 
the voice of the proprietor, it now be­
ing 12:30 In the morning and closing 
time, Is heard calling, “Time, gents, 
please,” and a final start is made.
This may answer the question why 
the average Cockney worker always 
wants a second day off to get over 
Boxing day.—New York Times.
The Moving Force.
A teacher after giving some lessons 
on physical force asked. “Now. boys, 
can any of you tell me what force it 
is that moves people along the street?"
He was greatly surprised and the 
class highly amused at receiving from 
one of the boys the unexpected an­
swer:
“Please, sir. the police force.”
Wanted to See Them.
When Helen, aged four, for the first 
time accompanied her mother to 
church she was given some money for 
the collection box. It was carefully 
explained to her that this money was 
“for the poor.”
Helen sat patiently through perhaps 
a third of the service, when she star­
tled her mother by rattling the coins 
between her cupped hands and Inquir­
ing In a loud voice: “Mamma, when 
are the poor coming around? My 8 
cents is getting all hot and sticky!”— 
Lippincott’s Magazine.
Good name In man or woman is the 





COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA.
E. S. Moser, Editor and Proprietor.
Thursday, February 11, 1909.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
Four score and seven years ago our fathers 
brought forth upon this continent a new nation, con­
ceived in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that 
all men are created equal.
Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing 
whether that nation, or any nation so conceived and so 
dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a great 
battlefield of that war. We have come to dedicate a 
portion of that field as a final resting place for those 
who gave their lives that that nation might live. It is 
altogether fitting and proper that we should do this.
But in a larger sense we Cannot dedicate, we can­
not consecrate, we cannot hallow this ground. The 
brave men, living and dead, who struggled here, have 
consecrated it far above our power to add or detract. 
The world will little note nor long remember what we 
say here, but it can never forget what they did here. 
I t is for us, the living, rather to be dedicated here to 
the unfinished work which they who fought here have 
thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be 
here dedicated to the great task remaining before us; 
that from these honored, dead we take increasing de­
votion to that cause for which they gave the last full 
measure of devotion, that we here highly resolve that 
these dead shall not have died in vaib, that this nation 
under God, shall have a new birth of freedom; and that 
government of the people, for the people, and by the 
people shall, not perish from the earth.—Lincoln’s 
A ddress on the Battlefield of Gettysburg.
The A>ne hundredth anniversary of the 
birth of Abraham Lincoln, President of the 
United States from March 4,1861, to April 14, 
1865, during the'period of the great civil con­
flict, will be celebrated from Maine to Cali­
fornia, to-morrow, February 12. Tjiose who 
have come upon the stage of human existence 
since 1860, and are still numbered with the 
living, cannot comprehend the horrors of the 
crisis through which this nation passed when 
tbfe armies of the States of the North and the 
armies of the States of the. South met upon 
fields of battle and wrought appalling scenes 
of bloodshed, death, and misery. During that 
period of woe and desolation—1861 to 1865— 
Abraham Lincoln, as President, held a steady 
band upon the tumultuous affairs of govern­
ment at Washington. No President of the 
United States before or since the dark days 
of the American Republic has borne the 
harassing mental strain, the distressing per­
plexities, vicissitudes, and overpowering 
burdens of high official life such as he was 
compelled to bear. How nobly and well be 
sustained himself amid the crowning ad­
versities and calamities of war, how he per­
formed his great duties with unflinching 
fortitude, are m atters,of historical record. 
To pay due homage to his memory is to em­
phasise the transceudant importance of 
fundamental and essentially constructive at­
tributes of human character. These Abra­
ham Lincoln conspicuously possessed. His 
struggles in early life with poverty, and 
various influences which impeded his pro­
gress in the direction of intellectual achieve­
ment, kept him in close .touch with the im­
pulses and incentives of the great mass of 
humanity. In these struggles he discerned 
the rightness of right and the power of com­
mon honesty, and possessing, as gifts of 
nature, a strong moral sense and keen, pene­
trative powers of perception and analysis, 
right and honesty became his fixed principles 
of action. The same application of these 
principles broadened his vision and sympa­
thies and in the course of time he became a 
far-seeing, reasonable, charitable, humane, 
and ruggedly honest man, trained in the 
hard school of persistence; persistence in ad­
hering to right, along definite lines of 
action. It was the blending of the essential 
and yet simple elements of true Character in 
his constitution that made him a man of sim­
plicity and great strength—the man to meet a 
grave crisis with unflinching fortitude. He 
was absolutely human and never pretended 
to be a saint or posed as a regenerated sinner. 
He found wisdom and goodness and foolish­
ness and wickedness in humanity. He early 
discerned the absolute necessity of common 
sense and common honesty in the forward 
movements of human civilization, and gov­
erned his actions accordingly. Other men of 
his time outshone Lincoln in law, oratory, the 
artifices associated with legal procedure, and
the conventionalities of high society, but none 
of his contemporaries surpassed him as an 
analysist of humanity, or in simplicity, or in 
toughness of intellectual and moral fibre. He 
was straightforward, persistent and consist­
ent, intectually capable and morally efficient. 
He was the man for the crisis ! The record 
of his life is a continuing inspiration to all 
American citizens to persist in the perform­
ance of deeds of honesty and justice, without 
fear or malice; to steadfastly maintain the 
supremacy of law and order; to repel every 
effort, however covert, put forth in support 
of such national legislation as will logically 
result in an unequal and unjust distribution 
of legalized benefits and burdens upon the 
people; to uphold the honor and integrity of 
the nation, rather than to glory in the patri­
otism of warships and gunpowder; to remem­
ber that the rightful liberties of the people 
are in danger of subversion whenever the 
people permit themselves to be served by 
those who would serve themselves most and 
their country least; and, to never forget that 
upon all the people is imposed the solemn ob­
ligation to so perform their duties of citizen­
ship that “the government of the people, for 
the people, and by the people shall not perish 
from the earth.”
E d ito r  Addison deserves to be congrat­
ulated upon the typographical improvement 
in the make-up of the Hatfield Times. There­
fore our congratulations, with good wishes 
added.
B eyond  doubt it is wise to build good 
roads; but it is even wiser to steadily main­
tain in good order the good roads built. The 
maintenance of roads well constructed is a 
tough problem since the advent of rapid mov­
ing automobiles.
I n a recent balloon flight from Pittsfield 
two aeronauts bad the novel experience of 
going so high that they saw the sun set twice, 
the full moon being visible at the same time, 
while below them, in a cloud bank, a sharp 
storm was raging.
I n a recent speech before the Brown 
Alumni at Boston ex-Secretary Olney, re­
marked that “ for two years we have been liv­
ing outside the Constitution.” Perhaps we 
shall again get within the limitations pre­
scribed in that instrument after the fourth of 
March next.
A G ran d  J u r y  has been making an in­
vestigation at the Venango County Home, and 
six persons have been indicted for various 
crimes. One of the persons, Commissioner 
Bumgardner, is charged with assaulting two 
young women inmates of the poor bouse; with 
carrying away from the poor house large 
quantities of provisions, and with taking a 
rake-off of more than $800 from plumbing 
done in the court house and poor house. The 
revelations of that Grand Jury are shocking.
T h e  Perkiomen Valley loses a very use­
ful and estimable citizen in the death of John 
G. Prizer, of Schwenksville. As cashier of 
the National Bank of Schwenksville, for many 
years, he performed a leading part in making 
that financial institution a notable success. 
In every movement of public importance in 
his community, iu which he spent so many 
years, he was at the forefront and cheerfully 
gave bis hearty and intelligent support. He 
was a good man, a public spirited citizen, and 
a wide circle of friends deplore his demise.
F rom  the Philadelphia Record : “In an­
nouncing her adherence to the National 
League for the Civic Education of Women, an 
anti-suffrage organization, Mrs. Stuyvesant 
Fish, of New York, sa y s :
I think too well of women to imagine that they 
can be benefited by mixing in the mire of politics. 
They always have moved, and ever should move, in a 
higher sphere and deal with better and more lasting 
thiogs than the election of this one or that other to 
office.
If this be a proper conception of the limi­
tations of woman’s mission, the question 
naturally suggests itself whether a large pro­
portion of Philadelphia’s male citizens of 
voting age are not effeminate. How many 
otherwise manly men of this city take a petti­
coat view of the franchise, regarding its ex­
ercise as an equivalent to “ mixing in the mire 
of politics” ? How'tnany have always moved, 
and feel that “they ever should move, in a 
higher sphere and deal with better and more 
lasting things than the election of this one or 
that other to office”? We have our Reyburns 
and our McNichols and our Vares because 
too many of our potential voters are qualified 
by sentiment for membership in the National 
League for the Civic Education of Women. 
We would be better governed if the vyomen 
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Speech in Opposition to Land 
Bill Started Outbreak.
MEETIN6 IN WILD UPROAR
Delegates Yelled, Cheered and 8houted 
Encouragement to Disputants, and 
Ona Rushed to Platform to Assault 
John Redmond—Adopted the Usual 
Home Rule Resolution.
Dublin, Feb. 10.—The national con­
vention of the United Irish league, at­
tended by over 2000 delegates, which 
was opened at the Mansion House, un­
der the presidency of John Redmond, 
was the scene, before the session 
closed, of an outbreak that resembled 
the proverbial Donnybrook fair. Wil­
liam O’Brien spoke in opposition to 
cheif secretary for Ireland’s land bill. 
Mr. Redmond was in favor of this 
measure. During the controversy Eu­
gene Grean, member of parliament 
from the Southeast division of Cork, 
rushed to the platform, apparenUy with 
the intention of assaulting Mr. Red­
mond. He was suppressed and hus­
tled away, however. Then foe a few 
moments the platform became a seeth­
ing mass of angry disputants. Priests 
and legislators rushed into the fray 
and tugged at one another’s collars, 
while the remainder of the audience 
yelled, cheered and shouted encour­
agement to the disputants.
Ten minutes or more elapsed before 
Mr. Redmond was able to  quell the 
pandemonium and the business of . the 
conference could be resumed'.
Resolutions offered by the follower 
of Mr. Redmond in favor of home rule 
and Secretary Birrell’s land bill, and 
expressing confidence in Mr. Red­
mond’s leadership, were carried by 
overwhelming majorities.
It became apparent early that Mr. 
Redmond was ip control and the 
speeches of the Sinn Feiners charging 
that the party was too friendly with 
the Liberals were shouted down.
The convention adopted the usual 
home rule resolution and declared that 
this question must be made a vital 
Issue at the next general election, so 
there could be no misunderstanding 
on the other side of the channel re­
garding what was meant.
The convention was quickly put on 
good terms with itself by messages of 
congratulation, encouragement and 
good wishes from America, Australia 
and elsewhere. >
The greeting from America contain­
ed also the news that $25,000 is now 
on its way and that another remit­
tance would follow speedily.
FOUR MEN SMOTHERED
Colliery Workers Near Mahanoy City 
Caught In Rush of Culm.
Pottsrllle, Pa., Feb. 10.—Four men 
were smothered to death and two oth­
ers were seriously Injured In a  culm 
bank "glide” at the St. Nicholas 
washery of the Philadelphia & Read­
ing Coal & Iron company, near Ma­
hanoy City.
The dead, all colored employes, are: 
John Statlck, John Maley and John 
Lipton, all of Mahanoy City, and Peter 
Parrick, of Mahanoy Plane.
The Injured are: John Paulick and 
John Statlck, of Mahanoy City.
The men were employed in digging 
a t the base of a huge Coal bank, which 
was being carried by an endless tram­
way into the washery, where the coal 
is separated from the slate and dirt. 
They had dug a huge cavern in the 
bank, when the slide commenced..
TWO MINERS DROWNED
Fell Into Water Hole In Scramble For 
8afety After an Explosion.
Zelgler, 111., Feb. 10.—Two miners 
were drowned in a scramble for safety 
in the Letter coal mine here. Fourteen 
others escaped without Injury. The 
panic was caused by a slight explosion 
in the workings. The explosion did 
comparatively little damage. In the 
rush of the sixteen men for the shaft 
two of them, M. Kimball, white, and 
Lawson Palmer, a negro, fell into a 
water hole near the bottom of the 
shaft and were drowned.
125 Russian Miners Imprisoned.
Yuzovka, Russia, Feb. 10.—An ex­
plosion occurred in the Catherine 
mine here, and It was followed quickly 
by firs. One hundred and twenty-five 
miners are imprisoned in the mine. An 
engineer and three workmen who at­
tempted* to  rescue the victims have 
been killed.
Father of Murdered Man Found Dead.
Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 10.—George 
Sampson, father of Harry Sampson, 
whose_ wife was arraigned, charged 
with the murder of her husband, was 
found dead In bed a t his home a t Pal­
myra. He was a brother of the late- 
Rear Admiral Sampson and was an 
important witness for the prosecution 
of his daughter-ln-law.
Thieves Carry Off Ton of Dynamite.
Allentown, Pa., Feb. 10. Thieves 
broke Into the magazine of the Na­
tional Powder company, at Northamp­
ton, near this city, and stole a ton of 
dynamite. The explosive was carried 
away on a wagon, and on the way sev­
eral of the bS£ps dropped into the 
•mi. but did net explode..
Mostly odd pairs, remaining from our great curtain 
business of the season. 563 curtains with the 
prices almost in half.
Curtains that were 75c. now 50c.
“ “  $1.25 " 75c.
“ “ * $2.00 “ $1.25
And so on to the $10 kind which are now $6.25.
Prices don’t indicate the artistic excellence of 
these goods and the big values in them. Come in 
and look them over and see them right in the 
height of the season.
Ask to see the Bundhar Border Rugs, worth 
$2.50 for 95c. See the prices in the great reduc­
tion sale in the large size rugs.
^rend Unger’s
N O R R I S  T O W N .  P j j
DE®" Fall and Winter HATS 
AND CA PS.
NOBBY CAPS in all colors—Golf, Yacht and Eaton Styles- 
25 and 50 Cents.
Soft and Stiff Hats, Latest Styles *>*$3 oo
Agents for Hawes Celebrated Hats. All first-class stores 
sell our hats. ASK FOR THEM.
Tracey, : the Hatter,
mi. 38 E. Main Street, Horristown, Pa.
T H R I F T
Is the foundation of success and suc­
cess makes for contentment. The 
smallest measure of success is always 
preferable to no success, and a small 
beginning
I3ST S -A T V IIS TG -S
Is One step in a safe direction.
3 PER CENT, paid on Time De­
posits.
2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts 
at the
Patronage solicited and appreciated. 
Courteous treatment to all and 
painstaking care in giving patrons 
the best service.
WHEN YOU WANT TO BUT OR SELL REAL ESTATE
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and 
we will certainly be pleased to give your 
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t 
succeed in doing business with you the 
loss is ours, not yours.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
39 E. Main Street,
Norristown, Pa.
$ THOUSAND $
There is a dollar a t each end of 
a thousand, and the first one is 
the biggest and most difficult to 
save.
GET THE HABIT and they ac­
cumulate rapidly, while our liberal 
interest of 3 PER CENT. FOE 
EVERY DAY will stimulate their 
growth.
Don’t forget the place.
Heavy Plated Silverware 
at Reduced Prices.
Following our usual after-Christmas 
policy of curtailing our stock of Silver­
ware preparatory to the new Spring lines 
coming in, we have made liberal reduc­
tions on our heavy plated silverware— 
the famous Rogers “1847” ware that lasts 
a life-time. The designs are new and in 
fact in any piece you select you’re getting 
a real bargain.
It might be well to look ahead tp Spring 
weddings and get the gift NOW for less 
cost. Included in the special sale are 
Teaspoons, Desert Spoons, and Table 
Spoons, as well as a great many odd 
pieces in Silver table ware.
Beautiful Gifts for All Occasions.
J. D. S A LLA D E,
JEWELER,
16 E. Main Street,




AUTOMOBILES TO HIRE. LOT OF 
CARRIAGES fbFsaSe at reasonable 
.prices, including one new surrey.
NEW PIANOS of best makes from $150 
upward. Pianos fon rent:
HENRY YOST, JR., Colleg&ville, Pa.
Penn Trnst Go.
The Company that pays 3 per 
cent, interest for every day 




First - Class Bread,
Cakes, Pies, 
Candies, Etc.
ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I am 
thankful to the public for patronage re­




B Q O I 0 ^ I 9 O 9
is now the most valuable guide to the 
growing of vegetables and flowers that 
nas ever been printed. Over 100 
Special Cultural Articles written ex­
pressly for this book by the foremost 
horticulturists of the day.
When you are in the city toll for a toff—or write 
mud we will mail it FTiEE.
Henry A. Dreer
714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
plJLL STOCK OP
Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No­
tions are being closed out at greatly re­
duced prices.
Mrs. Frances B arrett’s,
Ma in  St ., Nbar Sta tio n ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
T^AVID CULP, JR.,
Blacksmith and H o r s e s h o e r
at the old stand on Main Street, CoUegf" 
ville. near Perkiomen Bridge All kinds 
of blacksmitbing done. Horseshoeing • 
specialty..
Advertise Your Sales in tl,e 
Independent.
STATE AND GENERAL NEWS, 7
H E ^ I D G i T T A J R . T I E Z R . S  F O RM e n ’s  F u r n ish in g  G oods !
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OP THE BEST GRADE8 OF 
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR 
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Skirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything 
you are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand USIBRELLA8 
will keep you dry In a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.
- W I M I -  ZE3I- G I L B E R T ,




SLAUGHTER SALE OF CLOTHING
COST RECORD.






Formerly $14 00 
Formerly $10.00




now $10 00 
now $ 7 50
Suits
Formerly $25 00 
Formerly $20.00 
Formerly $18.00 
Formerly $16 00 
Formerly $14 00 
Formerly $10.00 
Formerly $ 7 50
now $18.00 




o q w  $ 7 50 
now $ 5 00
HUEiRIMI-A-nsr WETZEL
6 6  and 68 E. Main St., Norristown.
-- REYSTOITE
CEMENT BRICK i  TILE WORKS




Cement Brick, Sewer Pipe, Drain Tile, Fence Posts, Lawn 
Vases, Water Troughs, Steps, Sills, Slabs and 
Ornamental Stones.
SAND FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Re-enforced Silos Built of Concrete Blocks for Same Price 
as Wooden Ones.
PRICE LIST :
Drain Tile, 4 inch, 2 cents per foot.
Water Troughs $1.00 per foot.
Lawn Vases $3.00 each.
Sewer Pipes, 6 inches, S cents per foot.
“ “ . 8 “ 12
“ “ 10 “ 20 “ “ “
“ 15 “ 40 “ “ “
Building Blocks, 8x20 inches, 16c. a piece.
“ Brick $6.50 to $12.00 per 1QQ0. 
Reinforced Fence Posts, for wire or rail, 
25 cents a piece.
Side Walk Slabs, 10 cents per square foot. 
Door Steps and Sills, 25c. per foot.
Edison Portland Cement, $1.60 per barrel 
net.
Circulars Free.
Bell ’Phone 4 Y AT.T. WORK FULLY GUARANTEED.
Fo r  s a l e .Farms, residences, hotels, building 
sites—all locations, prices and terms. 
Also a number of houses in Norristown, 
Bridgeport and Consbohocken.
Money to loan on first mortgage.
THOS. B. WILSON,
8-15. Eagleville, Pa.
H E N R Y  G. F L Y ,
(Successor to J. R. Christman,)
CRATERSFORD, PA.






Served in COLLEGEVILLE every Tues­
day, Thursday and Saturday.
Mail orders promptly attended to.
J  Pay 7J^c. per pound for veal calves and 
oOc. extra for delivery.
HORACE STORE
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
Manufacturer and Dealer in All 
Kinds of AMERICAN and 
FOREIGN
IN VESTM EN TS!
Also Old Granite Work Cleaned 
to Look Like New.
attention given to cleaning 
MRS.? M?n«“ ents. Tablets, Copings and 
hew a eemetery work no matter of
ortwi lon,fr?tanding or how badly discol- 
thnh.' , guarantee to restore them to 
the Gra ite*1 brightness without injuring
A FIRST-CLASS SEVEN PER CENT. 
PREFERRED STOCK with a guarantee 
of Common Stock making a 10 Per Cent. 
Investment. First-class in every respect. 
Call or write.
GOTWALS & BEYER,
55 E. Main St. NORRISTOWN, PA.
I©“The Independent’s eight pages 
contain local and general news,agri­
cultural notes, short stories and 
interesting miscellaneous reading 




Says Manufacturers Dun’t Give 
It Attention It Deserves.
WOULD BENEFIT BUSINESS
Philadelphia Manufacturer Calls At­
tention to Movement For Permanent 
Tariff Commission and 8ays If Suc­
cessful Trade Won’t  Be Affeced by 
Revision In the Future.
Philadelphia, Feb. 10—Alva B. John­
son, of the Baldwin Locomotive works, 
aays that the convention to be called 
a t Indianapolis on Feb. 16, 17 and 18. 
to endeavor to bring about the ap­
pointment by congress of a national 
tariff commission, is a most important 
movement, but that unfortunately it 
has not received the attention from 
manufacturers which it deserves. He 
said:
"Hitherto tariff schedules have been 
'imposed upon the basis of statements 
made by manufacturers and the influ­
ence exerted by them, irrespective of 
the actual needs of the industry to be 
protected.
“When the tariff is under discus­
sion all business is disturbed until , the 
agitation is over and the new tariff 
law is passed. Under the plan pro­
posed by the National Association of 
Manufacturers a permanent tariff com­
mission of seven men will be contin­
ually engaged in conducting hearings 
of all the industries affected by any 
proposed tariff change. As but a small 
part of the whole industries of the 
country could at any time be affected, 
business could never be disturbed by 
tariff revision as it Is at present. The 
suggestion Is sane and wise and should 
receive the support of protectionists, 
of manufacturers and of the com­
munity at large.”
TROLLEY KILLS TWO
IS KNOX ELIGIBLE 
FOB CABINET JOB?
Increase of Salaries May Prevent 
Him Serving Under Taft.
Washington, Feb. 10.—Much discus­
sion has been aroused over a question 
raised as to whether Philander C. 
Knox, of Pennsylvania, who has been 
selected to be secretary of state in 
the Taft cabinet, is eligible under the 
constitution of the United States to ac­
cept the office.
Attention has been called to section 
6, article 1, of the constitution, which 
reads as follows: “No senator or rep­
resentative shall, during the term for 
which he was elected, be appointed to 
any civil office under the authority of 
the United States which shall have 
been created, or the emoluments 
whereof shall have been increased 
during such time.”
During Mr. Knox’s present term as 
senator the salaries of all cabinet offi­
cers were Increased from $8000 to 
$12,000 a year. As the term of Senator 
Knox does not expire until March 3, 
1911, two years after the time when 
his name would be sent by Mr. Taft 
to the senate for confirmation, the 
question is asked If Mr. Knox will be 
able constitutionally to accept the 
state portfolio.
Mr. Knox declined to discuss the 
point when the matter was brought to 
his attention.
SAVED FROM DEATH VALLEY
Lost Prospectors Found Huddled To­
gether In Cave.
San Bernardino, Cal., Feb. 10.—The 
Melrose party of seven persons which 
left Nevada recently and became lost 
In the Death Valley region, has been 
rescued by searchers, who found the 
lost prospectors huddled together in a 
cave in the Panamint mountains, 
where they had taken shelter from the 
heavy showers.
FATAL FIGHT AT WEDDING
Old Woman and Nephew Ground to 
Death Under Car.
York, Pa., Feb. 10.—During a snow 
flurry at a grade crossing on the York 
& Hanover trolley line, near Graybills 
Station, a heavy passenger car crash­
ed into a buggy, killing both occu­
pants, Daniel Gladfelter and his aunt, 
Mrs. Henrietta Young a woman of 
eighty years.
" The victims were thrown from the 
vehicle and, falling In front of the car, 
were horribly mangled, the entire 
length of the car passing over the 
bodies. Gladfelter’s neck was broken, 
his right leg was cut off below the 
knee, one arm was broken and an eye 
was torn out.
Several Arrests Follow Shooting In 
North Wilkes-Barre House.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Feb. 10.—During 
a wedding celebration at the home o1 
a foreigner in the northern part of the 
city a fight started and Mike Gordock, 
aged thirty years, unmarried, was shot 
and killed. The police have arrested a 
number of those who were In the house 
at the time of the shooting.
Pair of Skaters Drowned.
Springfield, Mass., Feb. 10.—Albert 
C. Heimsath, twenty-six years old, of 
Cleveland, O., president of the senior 
class of the International Y. M. C. A. 
Training school, in this city, and Miss 
Gertrude Hund, eighteen years old, of 
this city, broke through thin ice on 
Watershops pond and both of them 
were drowned.
$70,000 Fire In Lancaater.
Lancaster. Pa., Feb. 10.—Fire which 
started in the Franklin house stables 
spread to the five-story factory of the 
Safe Padlock & Hardware company, 
entirely consuming that building, 
which Is owned by Dylon F. Buch- 
miller, its president together with its 
see tents. Loss about $70,000.
INDIANA COUNTIES VOTE DRY
Only One Out of Fourteen Carried by 
the Wets.
Frankfort, Ind., Feb. 10.—In the lo­
cal option election in Clinton county 
the temperance forces carried every 
township, and the aggregate majority, 
as shown by complete returns, is 20,- 
055, one of the largest victories that 
the “drys” have yet gained in the 
state. The only saloon In the county 
will close on Saturday night.
When the returns were received the 
church bells were rung. Tne temper­
ance forces are elated over the victory. 
Out of fourteen county local option 
elections, the “drys” have carried thir­
teen and the wets one.
“ NAVY WIDOWS”  
PRECEDE THE FLEET
Officers’ Wives Arrive in New 
York After Trip Around World.
New York, Feb. 10.—A pleasing sen­
timent of devotion that has to do with 
the world voyage of the American bat­
tleship fleet was unfolded when the 
North German Lloyd liner Kronprin- 
zessin Cecilie came Into port with a 
party of wives of several officers of 
the approaching fleet. From port to 
port this brave little party of “navy 
widows,” as they are called by their 
husbands, has followed the fleet, and 
now they have come on ahead to wel­
come home their sailor husbands as 
they come ashore In Hampton Roads.
In the party reaching here were 
Mrs. Qualtrough, wife of Captain 
Qualtrough; Mrs. J. H. Merriam, wife 
of Paymaster Merriam, of the Kansas; 
Mrs. R. W. McNeely, wife of Lieuten­
ant Commander McNeely, of the Louis­
iana; Mrs. Kenneth Castleman, wife 
of Lieutenant Castleman, of the Kan­
sas/ Mrs. C. T. Wade, wife of Lieu­
tenant Wade, of the Ohio; Mrs. John 
Hyland, wife of Lieutenant Hyland, of 
the Minnesota, and Mrs. Orton P. 
Jackson, wife of Lieutenant Com­
mander Jackson, of the Minnesota.
Some of the officers’ wives visited at 
all ports where the fleet touched in Its 
tour, while others did not make the 
long trip to Australia, but spent sev­
eral weeks In Japan-- and China, re­
joining the fleet again at Colombo, 
Ceylon, and accompanying it through 
the Mediterranean. All declared that 
they had met with the. most courteous 
treatment everywhere and had enjoyed 
the trip Immensely.
BURNED IN THEIR BUNKS
Three Men Perish In Ferryboat at 
Norfolk, Va.
Norfolk, Va, Feb. 10.—The Norfolk 
& Portsmouth Traction company’s 
ferry steamer, running between Wil­
loughby Spit and Old Point Comfort, 
was burned to the water’s edge at her 
Willoughby pier. Three of her crew 
were burned to death in their bunks. 
The pier also was destroyed. The 
cause of the fire is unknown. Many 
people enroute to Old Point were 
caught at the end of the spit with no 
way to cross Hampton Roads.
Tjie joss is about $.35,000 to the 




Measures Held Up Pending Elec- 
tlnn nf K n u ’s Successor.
MURE REVENUE NEEDED
Man Who Killed Lansford Woman In 
1903 Arrested In Montana.
Easton, Pa., Feb. 10.—-Martin Les- 
kowski, who while awaiting sentence 
of death for the murder of his board­
ing house mistress, a t Lansford, Car­
bon county, nearly five years ago, 
broke jail, has been arrested at Butte, 
Mont. A Carbon county officer will go 
west with requisition papers and bring 
back the escaped murderer.
Lovers In Suicide Pact.
Bowling Green,, O., Feb. 10.—Miss 
Margaret Brandon, aged twenty-two 
years, is dead, and William Davis, her 
fiance, aged nineteen, is not expected 
to live, as the result of a suicide pact. 
Miss Brandon drank carbolic acid at 
her home and Davis shot himself after 
going out into the woods. It is believed 
the pact was due to lack of funds that 
prevented their marriage.
President’s Hunting Shoes Fitted.
Washington, Feb. 10. — President 
Roosevelt’s hunting shoes for his Afri­
can trip were fitted by a local trades­
man. The president is understood to 
wear a No. 8 shoe. He weighs over 2Q0 
pounds and Insists on his shoes being 
comfortable and easy. The shoes for 
bis use in Africa are hob-nailed.
Bargain Crush Fatal.
Camden, N. J., Feb. 10.—Mrs. James 
R. White, wife of James R. White, a 
member of engine company No. 5, died 
at her home, 328 North Tenth, street 
as a result of excitement while attend- 
Inar a sale SiinH uv 1q«*-
Majority Leaders In the Legislature 
_ Must Raise More Funds to Carry
Out Campaign Pledges—Merchants 
-Demand Repeal of Mercantile Tax.
The Local Option Fight—Bill Pre­
sented to Lessen the Trading 8tamp
Evil.
By ROBERT HAIGHT.
Although both- houses of the legisla 
tore have put in a busy week in an 
effort to catch up on legislation, so far 
only one bill has succeeded in being 
passed finally, and this was the bill 
providing for the expenses of the legis­
lature and its employes. The attitude 
of Speaker Cox, however, is to force 
the house to work hard enough so that 
no question can be raised as to the 
final adjournment on April 15. To do 
this It will be necessary to hold night 
sessions, as well as sessions on Fri­
days and Saturdays, which heretofore 
has not been the rule until the closing 
weeks of the session. The dilatory tac­
tics are ascribed to two reasons. The 
first is lack of rooms in which com­
mittee meetings can be held, but this 
is rapidly being straightened out, and 
quarters are now provided for all of 
the committees in which to hold their 
deliberations. - The second and most 
important reason is the .delay in the 
election of a United States senator to 
succeed Senator Knox. The leaders 
had hoped that Mr. Knox would pre­
sent his resignation to take effect on 
March 4, but as he is chairman of the 
senate inaugural committee, he insists 
on finishing out his time until after 
Mr. Taft has been formally inducted 
Into the office of president.
While there Is no doubt as to the 
election of George T. Oliver as tha 
successor of Senator Knox, yet the 
leaders are determined not to fore a 
the legislators into an ugly moo J 
whereby they might vent their feelings 
by voting against Mr. Oliver. For this 
reason all legislation regarded as be; 
ing of a drastic nature has been side­
tracked until after the senatorial ques­
tion Is definitely disposed of. In the 
event of Mr. Knox’s resignation being 
handed In, a caucus will be imme­
diately called and the formal election 
of Mr. Oliver as his successor will take 
place at once, the term to date from 
March 4.
Governor Stuart has made it a point 
to impress emphatically upon the 
minds of the legislative leaders that 
under no circumstances will he stand 
for any legislation of the “pinch” or 
“shake down” character, and because 
of this determined attitude of the 
governor a number of prospective 
“pinches” have been laid on the shelf 
until the next session.
The most serious question engaging 
the attention of the leaders at the 
present time is that of raising addi­
tional revenue without entailing a 
hardship by the methods employed. It 
is conceded on all sides that if one- 
half of the promises made by the ma­
jority party leaders are carried out it 
will be necessary to at once perfect 
some revenue raising bills that will 
allow of the making of these additional 
appropriations.
Among the more important matters 
to be dealt with on this line is that of 
the soldiers’ pension bill, to which 
nearly ‘all of the big leaders of the 
senate and house are pledged, but its 
passage is by no means assured un 
less some big revenue raiser is passed 
before its presentation to the governor.
Merchants Want Pledges Kept.
Another serious question is that of 
the abolition of the mercantile tax. 
This is demanded by the great body 
of merchants doing business in every 
county of the state, and as the report 
of Auditor General Young shows that 
nearly $1,000,000 is derived from this 
source, the leaders will have to either 
raise some revenue to take the place 
of this or else flagrantly violate their 
promises to the merchants that this 
legislature would wipe out this ob 
noxious tax.
It Is true that Mr. Creasy, the Demo­
cratic leader, has presented a bill call- 
| Ing for an additional tax on express 
companies doing business in this state 
| but after investigation it has been 
■ learned that this source would not 
| produce more than $200,000 at the 
i most, and If no additional revenue 
I raisers can be drawn up it is said to 
I be the purpose of the leaders to per 
feet some sort of a compromise by 
i which the mercantile tax laws can be 
administered in a more equitable and 
pleasing manner to the army of mer- i chants of the state, 
f Representative McClain, of Lancas 
ter county, has endeavored to force an­
other fight on the legislative leaders 
by demanding the return to counties 
of the * personal property and liquor 
license tax. In the convention of 1906 
which nominated Governor Stuart, a 
plank was inserted declaring that 9E 
per cent Of the personal property tax 
should be returned to the counties 
and it is for the carrying out of this 
pledge that McClain js now asking the 
present legislature to act.
It Is doubtful, however, how this 
can be done, as the county treasuries 
would be increased at the cost of » 
great decrease in the receipts of the 
state treasury. The question is up to
-  ana it is admitted oh au
sides to be a severe one for them to 
handle.
To Protect the Miners.
In order to have this state co-open- 
ate with the national government on 
the matter of furnishing additional 
protection to miners of all kinds and 
for the creation of a permanent na 
tional bureau of mines, Representative 
O’Shell, of Allegheny county, has pro 
sented a resolution which has been 
favorably acted upon by the house 
The resolution In full reads as fol­
lows:
"Whereas, There Is now before the 
national congress a bill which pro­
vides for the establishment of a na­
tional bureau of mines, for the purpose 
of carrying on technical investigation 
that is pertinent to the mining indus­
tries; therefore, be it
“Resolved, That we, the member* 
of the house of representatives of the 
commonwealth of Pennsylvania, In 
general assembly met, do hereby urge 
upon our senators and members in 
congress from this state that they da 
everything in their power to bring 
about favorable action upon this meas­
ure, with a view of having such a bu­
reau established and placed on a per­
manent basis.”
Local Option Question.
Representative Fair, of Westmore­
land, has presented his bill providing 
for local option, and the same has 
been referred to the house committee 
on law and order. It is the intent1 on 
of this committee to deal with this 
subject as expeditiously as possible, 
and to this end hearings will be given 
at an early date and arrangemcn s 
made whereby advocates for an l 
against this important measure can be 
heard at length.
Superintendent Nicholson, of the 
Anti-Saloon league, refuses to give out 
any figures as to the standing of his 
end of the question, but he declares 
himself as more than confident that 
if the people of the state will stir 
themselves there will be a local option 
bill on the statute books within the 
next sixty days. This information does 
not scare the brewery and liquor in­
terests, however, as they are equally 
confident that under no circumstances 
can the local option bill secure more 
than forty-three to forty-five votes in 
the house. •*
The house committee on labor and 
industry is preparing to hold sessions 
at an early date, when hearings will 
he - given on the O’Shell and Moyer 
free employment agency bills. The 
presentation of these measures has 
stirred up no little opposition among 
the employment agency peopls 
throughout the state, as they are b» 
ing urged to final passage by some 
branches of the united labor people.
A determined effort is to be made by 
the appropriation committee of the 
house to reach some sort of an agree­
ment whereby the state will be pro­
tected by a lien or mortgage of some 
character on hospital buildings w ich 
receive state aid. This is the idea :f  
Speaker Cox, who advances the logical 
argument that as these institutions re­
ceive state aid in the erection of their 
buildings and for maintenance, the. 
state should receive some sort of pro­
tection that they will either be con­
tinued as state institutions or that in 
the event of being turned into private 
institutions that the state will be 
recompensed for the money alrea iy 
spent for erection, maintenance and so 
forth. As the matter stands now, liop- 
pitals are free to ask for state aid, 
and after receiving the same and put­
ting the institution on a paying basis, 
the trustees can refuse to receive any 
more state appropriations and turn, 
the hospital into a private instead of 
a public institution, and in this way 
all of the money appropriated by the 
public simply goes to building up a 
private enterprise.
Bill to Regulate Trading Stamps.
With a view of lessening the grow ng 
trading stamp evil, Represen a .ve 
John F. L. Morris, of Philadelphia, has 
prepared a bijl which is supposed to 
entail such regulations on the promot­
ers of these Companies that the m r- 
chants dhing business of every char­
acter throughout the state will hesi­
tate about 'Issuing these premiums, in 
a general way the bill provides that 
the face value of each and' eve y 
stamp given away shall contain the 
amount printed on It in bold figures. 
For instance, a stamp which is sup- ■ 
posed to bear a value of 1 cent will 
have to be so printed when issued, and 
the holder shall he entitled to gobds to 
the amount of the face value of stamps 
presented. In this way it is thought 
that the merchants will refrain from 
issuing these stamps and confine them­
selves to a general - reduction in their 
goods to meet these deficiencies.
Representative Creasy has prepared 
and had passed by the house a con­
current resolution concerning the con­
servation of the state forests, wi h 
special protection against forest fires. 
The resolution urges that the s ate 
railroad commission require the rail­
roads to use every precaution to pre­
vent forest fires and also compel the 
railroads to extinguish the fires which 
they cause. This would compel the 
railroad corporations to maintain fire 
fighting squads in the wooded districts 
of the state to fight fires in forests in 
their inclplency. It is asserted that 
85 per cent of the forest fires in the 
state are caused by railroad locomo­
tives emitting sparks from their 
smokestacks.
Another bill aimed at Yhe railroad 
corporations is the one to be pres^n'e-l 
by Representative McCarter, of Phila­
delphia, providing for a penalty of $25 
fine or ten days in jail for the first of­
fense and $100 fine or thirty days for 
subsequent violation by railroads 
which emit from their locomotiv-s 
smoke heavier than “four thicknesses 
of gray glass of sufficient capacity t i  
shut off six-tenths of the light from a 






For all those who avail themselves of this Extraordinary Opportunity 
of Buying High-Class Clothing at Real Bargain Prices.
As long as the stock lasts we will continue the sale, because everything must be sold regard­
less of value. WE NEED THE CASH. 20 Per Cent. Discount on all HATS, FURNISHINGS, 
KNEE PANTS, Etc. When you can save 20 per cent, on all of the articles mentioned, it is like 
throwing money in the street not to take advantage of such a sale. But still better are the reductions 
on Men’s, Youths’ and Boys’ Clothing. Note these prices as little convincers that it will be worth 
your while to buy now while there are still many weeks of cold weather in store to come.
Suits and Overcoats for Men
{5.00 Knockabout Suits. 
{7 50 and $8 50 Suits . . .
112 00 Suits.........  .........
$15.00 Suits . .................
$20.00 and $22 00 Suits . 
$25.00 and $30 00 Suits..
1 3 .9 6  
4 .9 0
7 .7 5
9 .7 5  
14  7 5  
1 8 .7 5
$8 50 Overcoats.. 
$7.50 Raincoats .. 
$10 00 Raincoats 




4 .9 0  
6.00
4 .9 0
7 .9 0  
9 .7 5$20.00 Overcoats ................. ........................................ 1 4 .7 5
Clothing for Boys
Here are all kinds of Suits and Overcoats for your choice, and in all sizes—every boy can be fitted.
$1 50. $2 00 and (2 50 Sailor Blouse Suits ................  $ 1*00
$3.00 School Suits ............................................ 1 .9 8
$4.00 Dudley Suits, pair of Knick Pants ....................  9 .9 8
$3.00, $4 00 and $5 00 Little Boys’ Russian Overeoats,
sizes 2 1-2 to 7 .................... ...................................  1.00
?4 00 Overcoats........................ ........................................ $ 2 .6 0
$5 00 i overcoats.................................................................  8 .8 5
$6 00 Reefers ............. ............... * 3 .6 5
$7.50 Raincoats and Overcoats ........... .................  4  9 0
$10.00 Overcoats.............................................................. 6  90
Many other Suits and Overcoats at Reduced Prices.
Clothing for Hard Wear
$1.50 Men’s Corduroy T rousers................................... 8 9 e . I $7.50 and $10 Overcoats ..............................................  $ 5 .0 0
$2 50 Men’s Corduroy T rousers................................... $ 1 .9 0  | $9 00 Corduroy S u its ........................... V. o iiiS
$2.00 Working Coats .. ..........................................  1 .3 5  I $12.00 Corduroy Suits ........... .....................................  8 .3 5
$3 50 Men’s Corduroy Coats ......................................  3 .6 0  | $2.00 Boys’ Trousers ........................! .........l l o o
No Car Fare Paid. No Coupons Given. No Discount on Arrow Brand Collars.
WEITZENKORNS, - POTTSTOWN.
N O N E  B E T T E R  T H A N  
T H E  B E S T .
And They Can Always be Found Here
New Fall and Winter
S H O E S
Reasonably Priced, prevail in our splen­
didly stocked departments for
Men, Women, Boys and Children
F a r m  and
G a r d e n
PRACTICAL DOUBLE CORNCRIB
Well Arranged For Granary and Other 
Storage Purposes.
A convenient double cornerib may 
be fifty feet long, with eight foot 
wings and an eight foot driveway 
through the center. The space over 
the driveway may be used as a gran­
ary, access to the same being through 
large windows in each end of the 
building. Oats are particularly well 
suited to be stored in a place like this
CBIB WITH LOFT OVEB DBIVBWAT.
on account of their lightness as com­
pared with other grains. The roof 
should be of the hip design, and on 
the lower slant cupolas every ten feet 
should be made, through which the 
end of the conveyor or elevator may 
he inserted. In place of the four cupo­
las one may be substituted which will 
ron the entire length of the roof, be­
ing closed by a hinged door.
The second illustration shows the 
end elevation of a double cornerib, 
which is described as follows: This 
plan is for a 24 by 38 building, with a 
dog house roof extension, which has 
four windows on each side, used as 
holes to run com into, also for light. 
A chute at the end of the elevator con­
ducts the corn into the bin. The chute 
is made portable, so that it fits in ei­
ther space. The dog house has a door 
at either end, so that a conveyor can 
be used if desired. The dog house ex­
tension has three good features. 
First, it furnishes plenty of light and 
a good circulation of air; second, it, 
affords an opportunity to fill the crib 
from bottom to roof and from end to 
end, and, third, it furnishes a fine 
place to hang and dry seed com. The 
foundation is made of concrete, 6 by 6 
a t  the top and 8 by 8 at the bottom,
'  DOUBLE OBIB WITH CHUTE.
started below frost line, and the inner 
walls and driveway are also to be 
made of solid concrete. The dimen­
sion stuff is a matter of choice. For 
outer sills select 6 by 6, and for the 
inner or the solid walls 2 by 8 an­
swer the purpose very well, laid down 
flat, with a 2 by 6 set on edge and 
studding cut out so they come out 
flush with the outside of the wall. For 
siding take the bevel edge crib sid­
ing, leaving a space of one and one- 
half inches between the boards.
Applss In Boxes.
This subject would be threadbare 
With all the discussion it has had of 
late were it not for the urgency of the 
facts. The apple barrel is by uo means 
a satisfactory package, especially to 
the shipper of good apples, and in spite 
of obstacles the apple box is making 
progress. A larger proportion of last 
year’s apple crop was sold in boxes 
than ever before. These facts came 
most painfully to the attention of east­
ern apple growers when all through 
the winter months Oregon apples in 
boxes sold a t good prices in all east­
ern cities, while New York and New 
England fruit was a drug in the mar­
ket. I t was a situation which could 
leave no doubt in the eastern apple 
grower’s mind that something has to 
be done. Naturally the eastern grower, 
who sees his market thus cut out from 
under him, thinks first of boxing his 
own apples. He considers also the 
fancy packing, trademarking and oth­
er selling devices at which the west­
ern men are so clever. All these 
schemes he must adopt, imitate or 
improve. But there is one thing more, 
and a very important one, which must 
be taken into the account. The east­
ern grower must grow better fruit. 
Eastern apples are conceded to be of 
better quality than Pacific coast stock, 
but the eastern grower has relied quite 
too much on this single fact. The 
western apples are allowed to have 
the best .color and finish, but again, 
the eastern grower has taken this esti­
mate too much for granted. The high 
quality of New York and New Eng­
land apples must be preserved, aug­
mented and then advertised. The fruit 
must be carefully hand thinned on the 
trees in order to get a uniform grade 
for box packing. The color and ap­
pearance must be imprpved by better 
rare. Western methods of co-operative 
packing, shipping and selling must be 
adopted. These are large reforms 
here pointed out, and the eastern farm­
er is a hard subject for reform, but 
these improvements have all got to be 
made. Otherwise the Oregon apple 
grower will appropriate the entire east­
ern market.and the eastern apple grow­
ers will go into the milk business.
LOOK AFTER YOUR FENCES.
Woven Wire For Inclosure the Latest 
and Best.
The matter of farm fences is one of 
the principal improvements of the 
farm. A farm without good fences 
never is valued. very highly, even 
though the fields be clean and fertile. 
On a great many farms the fence 
proposition is always a serious one 
with the owner. Too many farmers 
are ihdifferent regarding the keeping 
of their fences In repair. There is 
usually plenty of work to be done on 
the farm fences. They are continually 
getting out of repair, and unless looked 
after they get into bad order and en­
tice the live stock to cross them. The 
matter of farm fences has already 
gone through considerable evolution in 
the last ten years. Very seldom does 
one ever see the old rail fence, com­
monly termed the “worm fence.” The 
rail fence is fast becoming obsolete, 
even in the timber districts. They 
never were a thing of beauty, but 
their construction lent a quaintness to 
many homesteads. Another fence that 
is passing rapidly is the hedgerow. A 
hedge fence when properly cared for 
is one of the beautifying acquisitions 
of a well kept farm. When it is not 
properly trimmed and cared for it is 
an eyesore. Hedge has grown unpop­
ular on account of the large amount o f 
work required to keep it in proper con­
dition and also on account of its draw­
ing the soil fertility from the ground 
for a considerable distance where 
planted.
Barbed wire is also another thing 
that is meeting with disfavor with the 
most progressive farmers. I t  is a very 
cheap and durable fence, but if it is 
not kept in perfect condition it is the 
most dangerous thing about the farm, 
especially where live stock is kept. 
On a great many farms barbed wire 
fences have cost the owner many times 
more than what it cost to constmct 
them in the damage done to live stock. 
Many a valuable colt or horse has 
been rendered practically worthless by 
it. The damage done to cattle has not 
been so great, but there are instances 
where many valuable dairy cows have 
had their udders practically ruined by 
barbed wire.
The coming fence—in fact, it is' al­
ready here—is the woven wire. It 
has everything to commend it. I t  is 
sightly when properly put up and does 
not permit of grassy or weedy fence 
corners. Wire fences take up very lit­
tle land and permit a very high de­
gree of farming. Crops will grow right 
up by the side of it, and the keeping 
of the fence rows clean is little labor. 
Bad fences are often responsible for 
bad feeling between neighbors. Woven 
wire' fences are the easiest of all 
fences to keep in repair. If they are 
put up right they are nearly always in 
good condition. A little attention paid 
to them once in awhile is all that is 
necessary to keep them in first class 
order. The best way to maintain a 
woven wire fence is to have a barbed 
wire stretched on top the posts. This 
prevents the stock, especially horses, 
from throwing their heads over the 
fence or breaking down the wire.
Portable Fence For a Chicken Yard.
A simple portable fence, a good 
thing for the chicken yard, can be 
made by nailing laths on the edge of 
1 by 3 stringers. Where it is possible 
to obtain them, lengths of old gas 
pipes may be driven in the ground the 
right distances about to pass through 
the holes boxed in the ends of the
stringers. The height of the fence is 
governed by the size of chickens to be 
yarded. Ordinary wooden lath is four [ 
feet long, and it may project six inches i 
above the upper stringer and six inches I 
below the lower stringer, which would j 
bring the stringers three feet apart for 
"a fence four feet high. Three-quarter 
Inch gas pipe is one inch outside di­
ameter, which would require one and 
one-eighth inch holes through the 
stringers. Cut the gas pipes five or six 
feet long, according to the soil. I t will 
be necessary to put the fence in place 
and drive the gas pipes through the 
holes, because after the stakes are 
driven once or twice they become bat­
tered on top, or you can saw through 
from the ends of the stringers and 
mortise out to form an open seat.
Fertilizing the Orchard.
I t might be said that it is always 
seasonable to fertilize the orchard or 
garden. Manure placed on this soil 
this winter will partially decay and 
Its riches soak into the soil for the use 
of the plants next year. I t not only 
serves as a fertilizer in the orchard, 
but in winter It acts as a soil pro­
tection and regulates sudden freezing 
and thawing. On hilly land it checks 
soil erosion.
THE CONCIERGE.
Tyrant Rule of the Autocrat of the 
Parisian Flat House.
The “concierge” is considered to be 
the bane of the Parisian flat dweller’s 
existence. His functions are supposed 
to be the following:
The first and most important is to 
collect the rent on quarter day; after 
that he must see that the tenants do 
not surreptitiously remove. The latter 
precaution seems to be somewhat un­
necessary, as rents in Paris are always 
paid In advance.
He should also bring up your letters 
at least twice a day, but as the con­
cierge is generally a stout, middle aged 
woman who has a decided objection to 
climbing stairs the latter regulation re­
mains somewhat of a dead letter.
In Paris the front door of most 
houses Is generally closed at 10 o’clock, 
After that time admittance can only be 
obtained by ringing a bell. The con­
cierge is obliged to open the door, and 
she does this, as soon as she is awake, 
by pulling a rope which bangs by her 
bedside.
If she is-a sound sleeper and you are 
accustomed to come home late at night, 
the best thing to do is to look for an­
other flat, as the concierge will put you 
down as a “bad tenant” and make 
things as unpleasant for you as possi­
ble.
If you never stop out late a t night, 
receive very few friends and fee her 
heavily at Christmas, the concierge 
will consider you as a “good tenant” 
until you give notice to leave, when 
her interest in you suddenly vanishes.
As there is nothing more to be ex­
pected from you and the incoming ten­
ant is obliged to give a substantial tip, 
called a “denier a Dieu,” she is anx­
ious to “speed the parting guest” as 
much as possible.
The concierge does sometimes make 
a final effort to extract something more 
from you by attempting to make yon 
pay a franc for every nail knocked in 
the walls of your flat, but this has been 
decided to be illegal, and may be safely 
resisted.
But the Parisian concierge is really 
Unpopular because she represents a 
landlord.—London Mail.
A DELAYED LETTER.
And What Happened When the Missive 
Was Finally Recovered.
The vagaries of the postal service 
are sometimes beyond the understand­
ing of the layman. In March of last 
year’ a man in New York received a 
letter from a friend in England, writ­
ten when on the point of sailing for 
Philadelphia, urgently requesting him 
to return a loan of $10. The man who 
wrote the letter needed funds and 
would the debtor kindly send the 
money to him, care of the steamship 
line at Philadelphia? The man in New 
York saw that his friend would reach 
Philadelphia within a day or two, so 
he promptly clapped a ten dollar bill in 
an envelope and addressed and mailed 
it. A week later he was apprised by 
mail that the money had not arrived. 
Both men made a diligent search for 
the missing letter. But it could not be 
found. So the debtor gave his friend 
a check and forgot about his $10, set­
ting down its loss to the dishonesty of 
some intermediary who had handled 
the envelope.
Imagine his surprise when one day 
eight months later he received his let­
ter from the dead letter office in Wash­
ington. I t  was covered with post- 
. marks and much battered, for it bad 
traveled many thousands of miled, 
back to England, around the United 
Kingdom and to America again, but 
the money was safe inside.
Chuckling, he met his friend a few 
minutes later and showed him the 
ten dollar bill.
“How’s that for luck?” he queried.
“Great,” replied his friend. “Say, old 
man, you couldn’t lend me that for a 
day or two, could you? It’s like pick­
ing money up In the street for you, and 
I could make use of it Just now.”
Sadly the bill was handed over. 
“What’s the use of such wonderful oc­
currences?” ruminated the “lucky” 
man.—New York P ost
The Best Laid Plan.
Husband (who Is going to the thea­
ter with his wife)—There; I took time 
by the forelock tonight. Here I am an 
hour beforehand, with my evening 
clothes all on and everything ready. 
Now I’ll go downstairs and have a 
quiet smoke while you get ready.
Wife—Oh, darling! Can you ever for­
give me?
“What’s the matter now?”
“Why, the cook tells me the furnace 
fire went out this afternoon, as the fur­
nace man failed to come. The baby 
has a cold, you know. Would you 
mind going down in the cellar and 
making it over? You'v hist got time, 
love.”—New York Heru.u.
Successful Ugly Women, 
Successful women were not always 
of irreproachable beauty or modeling. 
Thus the Princess d’Evoll of Louis 
XY.’s time was one eyed; the slit of 
Montespan’s mouth reached her ears: 
Mme. de Maintenon was thin, meager, 
yellowish; La Valliere lame, Gabrieli? 
d’Estrees one armed, Anne Boleyn six 
fingered.—Hindustan Review.
He Dodged.
Mr. Meek—Did you trump my ace? 
Mrs. M.—Yes. What of it? Mr. M.— 
N-nothing, my dear. I’m glad it was 
you. If  one of our opponents had done 
It we’d have lost the trick.—Cleveland 
Leader.
The Smart Ones.
“Do you believe that the world owes 
ms all a living?"
“Yes. but the smarter fellows are 
collecting the debt for us on an 80 per 
sent commission.”—Boston Transcript.
PEKKIOfflEII VALLEYMutual Fire Insurance Co. 
of Montgomery County.
Incorporated May 13, 1871.
Insures Against Fire and Storm,
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $11,000,000.
O ffice of the Company:
COLLE6EVILLE, PA. 
A. D. FETTEROLF, 8 k c r e t a r t  
H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.
Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs­
day of each week ; also every evening.
FARMERS,
Here is what you need.
There is no time like the 
present to assure yourself of 
good crops for the future, es­
pecially as your prosperity is 
measured by the crops you pro­
duce.
There is only one way to as­
sure bounteous crops, and that 
is by using sufficient plant food. 
If your manure does pot reach, 
you cannot afford to buy stable 
manure; it is too expensive. 
You should therefore use the 
best Animal Bone Fertilizer ob­
tainable.
Our goods are sold entirely 
on their own merits, and where 
once used, always used.
We guarantee the different 
grades to be in perfect mechani­
cal condition, and to produce 
results.
A fair trial will convince.
Manufactured by JACOB 
TRINLEY, Linfield, Montgom­
ery County, Pa., and for sale 
by
H. T. HUNEII KEK,
I ron bridge. Pa. 
J. K. CLEMMEK &. * « \ ,
Npring Mount, Pa. 
FRANK BAR\I»T,
Green Lane, Pa. 
HILLED ANN A  KK41JNE,
Peunubarg, Pa. 
JOHN H. FAKINGEK,
K D. No. 3, Norristown, Pa.
Girls’ serviceable School Shoes, well 
wearing soles, 85c., $1.00, $1.25.
Boys’ strong School Shoes, $1,00, $1.25, 
and $1.50.
Men’s Dress Shoes, Box Calf, Vici Kid 
and Shining Leathers, $2.00, $2.50, $300.
Weitzenkorn’s Foremost Shoes, $3.00, 
$3.50, and $4.00, guaranteed to wear.
Women’s Solid Everyday Shoes, $1.35 
and $1.50.
Ladies’ Wool-lined Shoes, 76c., 93c., 
and $1.25.
Ladies’ Dress Shoes, $1.25, $1.50, all 
styles. ,
Ladies’ Extra Fine Sunday Shoes, $2.00, 
$2.50 and $3.00. All leathers and styles.
Im portant NotiCe.--Tbe ‘‘RED CROSS’’ Shoes for Ladii 
is sold exclusively by us. It bends with the foot. Comfort and wei
guaranteed.
W E I T Z E N K O R N ’S , 141 HIGH STREET, PO TTS TO W N .
" IS T  POTT8TOWN’S LARGEST SHOE STORE.
----- T J S E  C U L B E R T ’S ----
DIARRHOEA MIXTURE
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbns, and all bowel troubles.
Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. : Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.
FINE BOX PAPER AL.WAY8 ON HAND AT
»  C U L B E R T ’S  D R U G  S T O R E ,  1
C O L E E G E V I L L E , PA. §
C O L L E C T  VILLE
Marble and Granite WorkSi
H L SAYLOR, Prop
A>1 kinds of Cemetery Work fn Plain 
and Artistic D eigns All Work guar­
anteed. Estimates furnished.
Main St. Collegeville.
T h e  INDEPENDENT is a  first-class ad v e rt is ­
ing medium in  the middle section of Montgomery 
county. If you have anything to sell—no matter 
what—it will pay you to advertise in this paper.
